
TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF NSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 

QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 
OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

OEDC QA 
Report and Recommendation 

Brief
EN DES Response 

Brief

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

*N3RS 
Determined 
Deficiency

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief

I - . I a -H

IV.A. .a 

IV.A. 1.b 

IV.A.l.c

QEB-AI 213.02 contains in
structions for implementing 
(,'mmunication of EN DES-Al 
213.01. AI 213.01 was not 
in the QEB EP/AI Manual.  
Manual should be revieut 
to en:.ure it Lontains all 
EP's and Al's mentioned.  

TVA Inspection Manual, QEB, 
Section C, paragraph 1.1, 
required the regional field 
office supervisors to sub
mit a monthly report de
tailing outstanding pro
blems and to propose 
actions and solutions to 
correct these problems.  
QEB-Knoxville should 
respond in writing to 
these problems.  

TVA Inspection Manual re
quires the QEB Branch 
Chief to review and ap
prove all manual con
tents prior to issuance.  
The branrh chief should 
indicate his approval by 
signing and dating each 
section or change in an 
appropilate location.

No 

+No 

Yes

QEB EP/AI Manual will be 
reviewed to ensure all 
appropriate EP's and Al's 
referenced are in the 
QEB EP/AI Manual. Review to 
be completed by July 21, 
1980.  

Revision 8 issued February 
15, 1980, revised the 
requirement of the field 
supervisor issuing month
ly reports to quarterly 
reports on all active 
contracts.  

The bianch chief will docu
ment his approval of the 
Inspection Manual contents 
by signing off on a re
vision log to be incorpor
ated by Revision 9 to the 
Manual.

QAE 83-1 
Paragraph 
Numbers

+Failure to follow pro
cedure.  

failure to follow pro
dure.



TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF NSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 

QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 
OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

OEDC QA 
Report and Recommendation 

Brief
EN DES Response 

Brief

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

*NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

U U I I. I

IV.A. I.a 

IV.A.l.b 

IV.A.l.c 

.

QEB EP/AI Manual will be 
reviewed to ensure all 
appropriate EP's and AI's 
referenced are in the 
QEB EP/AI Manual. Review I 
be completed by July 21, 
1980.  

Revisio,; 8 issued February 
15, 19A0, revised the 
requirement of the field 
supervisor issuing month-
ly reports 
reports on 
contracts.

to quarterly 
all active

QrB-AI 213.02 contains in
structions for implementing 

,ammaication of EN DES-aIl 
213.01. AI 213.01 was not 
in the QLB EP/AI Manual.  
Namual should be reviewed 
to ensure it contains all 
EP's and AI's mentioned.  

TVA Inspection Manual, QEB, 
Section C, paragraph 1.1, 
required the region3l field 
office supervisors to sub
mit a monthly report de
tailing outstanding pro
blems and to propose 
actions and solutions to 
correct these problems.  
QEB-Knoxville should 
respond in writing to 
these problems.  

TVA Inspection Manual re
quires the QEB Branch 
Chief to review and ap
prove all manual con
tents prior to issuance.  
The branch chief should 
indicate his approval by 
signing and dating each 
section or change in an 
appropriate location.

No 

No 

Yes

No 

4No 

Yes

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Pasis Brief

+Failure to follow pro
cedure.  

Failure to follow pro
dure.

qAE 80-1 
Paragraph 
Nimbers

The branch chief will docu
ment his .approval of the 
Inspection Manual contents 
by signing off on a re
vision log to be incorpor
ated by Revision 9 to the 
Manual.



TABLE 1

SUMMAkT OF NISRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 

OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

00DC4A 
Report and Recomendation 

Brief

IV.A.2 

IV.A.3

EN DES Response 
Brief

qg-AI 318.02 requires a pro
posed weekly work schedule 
each Friday, but does not pro
vide a reason why this data is 
submitted. This instruction 
should be revised to include 
a reason. Other branch AI's 
should also be reviewed and 
revised as applicable 

A request was made for (QB 
to reevaluate its manpower 
requirements for the activi
ties assigned to the Phila
delphia sad other regional 
offices. This should also 
include the Knoxville QC 
support organization. An 
impact study om CONST should 
also be included in the eval
sation of the average number 
of contracts assigned to an 
inspector increased from 16 
to 28.  

El WES did not respond within 
30 days upon receipt of OEDC 
QA mam"upet Audit N79-12.  
The report was issued on 
12-11-79. Jo response had 
been received as of 2-7-80.

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

1*

QA 8W-1 
Paragraph 
Waers r I

The reference information 
is used for management 
planning and analyses. We 
do not believe that it is 
necessary for every proce 
dure and instruction to 
conLain a justification 
for the activities pre
scribed. This infor
mation will be incor
porated where necessary 
for clarity of under
standing.  

NManpower requirements 
will be reviewed as to 
proper staffing and 
adverse impacts on desagn 
and construction by July 
21, 1980.  

EN DES will respond to 
audit deficiencies with 
the requirements in each 
report usually within 30 
days. A response to this 
report was made 2-4-80.

No 

No 

Yes

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief 

°Failure to adequately 
staff the branch field 
offices and to expand pro
curement verification 
activities when sup
plier performance is 
found to be quality 
deficient.  

°Failure to meet follow
up criteria of ANSI 
N45.2.12.



TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF NSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE g0o1 

OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

OEDC QA 
Report and Recommendation 

Brief

IV. B.2. a 

V.B.2 .b

EN DES Response 
Brief

BifDfiin Defi c~ienc-Rm~ r I-4 Z4

A standardized program 
and schedule for field 
personnel can be devel
oped and implemented 
into the existing train
ing program. Due to the 
increased cost this act
ivity will not coamence 
until manpower ceilings 
and travel budgets have 
been increased.  

Scoping of the generic 
inspection procedure 
revealed no further add
itions or deletions where 
necessary.  

The inspection reports 
are intended to be 
trip reports rather than 
detailed reports of 
inspection.

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficieney

Yes 

No 

No

* NSRS 
Determined

Yes 

No 

Yes

NSRS 
Deficiency 
RAaif nriaf

*Failure to have an 
adequate training pro
gram fro field inspec
tion personnel.  

Fnilure to have a written 
procedure for qualifying, 
certifying, and/or recerti
fying QC inspection per
sonnel in special processes 
other than NDE.  

C"

QAE g0-t 
Paragraph 
5 *llrs

BriefA training progrm and sche
dule needs to be developed 
to ensure "new" as vell as 
"old" personnel receive 
adequate initial and sub
sequent refresher training.  

The inspection procedures in 
the TVA Inspection Manual 
should be expanded to in
clude guidelines for all 
components under surveil
lance rather than the 20 
sample procedures scheduled.  

Term to be used in inspec
tion reports should be de
fined in the TVA Inspection 
Manual and the writer should 
state clearly and concisely 
what he did and the results 
found during his inspection 
in the inspection report.

*Failure of inspection 
report content to meet 
stated requirements.



TABLE 1 

SUIMAR OF MSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
QUALITY ASURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 

OEDC QO FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS COrCLUSIONS

qa 80-1 
Paragraph 

sumbers
IV.B.2.c 

IV~.3.a

eac QA 
Report and Recommedation 

Brief
EN DES Response 

Brief

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

- V

Ceotracts issued by TVA for 
STRID equipent usually do 
net contain bold pointa ex
cept final inspection prior 
to shipment, therefore, QEB 
should develop a procedure 
defining the system for set
ting up 43 inspection re
quiremnts in addition to 
these specified La contracts.  
It should itclude hold 
poiats, witness points, in 
process i-spections and a 
definition for each. It 
should also include criteria 
for what inspections can or 
camnnt be waived and how 
this actions cas be 
accomplished.  

Geercic Compspent QC re
quirement guidelines should 
be made by the requisition
ing branch and Q(B-QC to en
sure that appropriate in
spection and hold points are 
added to the purchase 
requisition.

The system for setting up 
QCB inspection require-' 
ments in addition to 
those already specified 
in contracts is. defined 
in the TVA Inspection 
Manual, Section C, para
graphs 1.0 and 4.2.  
Inspection Waivers are 
discussed in Section C, 
paragraph 5.2.2. See 
also inspection manual 
procedure D1.1.  

QEB-QC reviews the pur
chase requisition after 
it has been issued and 
makes recommendations 
prior to the bid process

+No

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief

+OFailure to ensure 
change in procurement 
documents are subject 
to the same degree of 
control utilized in the 
preparation of the 
original document.  

OFailure to implement 
interface controls in 
preparation of purchase 
requisitions.

Brief



TABLE I

SUMART OF NSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 

OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

QAE 80-1 
Paragrsh 

Nkmbers

IV.B.3.b 

IV.B.3.c 

IV.B.3.d

ORDCQA 
Report and Recoiendation 

Brief

Suppliers should submit with 
their bid proposal a QC in
spection and test plan for 
approval. This plan should 
be reviewed against con
tractual requirements. With 
this doeumnt QEB cculd com
pose its inspection plan.  
This plan should be approved 
in Knoxville, if prepared in 
a field office, with a copy 
seat to the supplier for 
information.  

A new or potential supplier 
should be required, prior to 
contract award, to identify 
his reliance on outside 
sources for the performance 
of special fabricating, 
special processes, inspec
tion and testing operations.  

Expand QEB's charter to in
clude the establishment of 
additional hold atd witness 
points where appropriate.

EN DES Response 
Brief

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

I. I.

EN DES agrees that this 
concept would be more 
orderly. QEB will per
form a study, due to com
plete 8-15-80, to deter
mine the impact of this 
recommendation on the 
bidding process. If 
beneficial the plan will 
be proposed to EN DES 
management for approval.

This is 
done on 
tracts.

already being 
most major con-

QEB's charter currently 
allows establishment 
of additional notifica
tion and witness points 
where appropriate.

Yes

Included 
with item 
IV.B.3.b 

No

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief

OFailure to conduct sup
plier preaward activi
ties for evaluation of 
supplier performance 
prior to contract award.  

LA 
r.J



TABLE 1

SIMIAR OF MSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
Q(ALIT ASSUANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 

OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

QE 80-1 
Paragraph 

Nembers

IV.D.4.a 

IV.B.4.b. I 

IV.B.6.b.2 

IV.3.4.b.3

9EDC QA 
Report and rcabmendation 

Brief

Vendor audits should be more 
hardware oriented hben con
ducted by AB.  

nore lmaagtmt attention 
eeds to be provided to 

asure more timely imple
me taioe of corrective 
actioe is takes to audit 
fidings in order to cLose 
thee.  

4 b should issue moethly in
stead of quarterly reports 
oa the status of vendor cor
rective actions.  

qEB-QC field personnel 
should be used more exten
sively to verify the im
plemetatioe of corrective 
action. As necessary, 
trainiag should be pro
vided to field HID scale 
personel to accomplish 
this activity.

EN DES Response 
Brief

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiencv

I-- - aW L- RaisRr
Vendor audits are hard
ware oriented to the ex
tent necessary to satisfy 
the audit objectives.  

More usnagement attention 
is being provided for 
more timely implementa
tion of corrective 
actions necessary to 
close audit findings at 
vendor plants.  

An evaluation was mde 
and quarterly reports 
were deemed Adequate for 
this purpose.  

The use of field per
sonnel is provided for 
in EN DES EP 5.34, 
Section 6.2. Training 
will be provided as 
necessary.

NSRS 
Deficiency 
RBLsi Rrief

Failure of management to 
enforce the audit report 
follovup require
ments of ANSI N45.2.12.  

<o 
ex

-- I ·



TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF NSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 

OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

IV.BS. 5-a 

IV.B.S.b

OEDCQA 
Report and Recomendation 

a 4 &
U -- I

TVA Inspection Manual, Sec
tion C, paragraph 2.3 in
dicates plant surveys are 
not a QA function but QC.  
These activities should be 
recognized as a QA function 
in accordance with 1OCFR50 
Appendix B. Further, QEB 
should recognize QC as a 
part of QA.  

Plant surveys are conducted 
by QEB-QC personnel. Vendor 
preaward surveys are done by 
4EB-QA per QEB-EP 24.63.  
These activities are not con
ducted together. Plant sur
veys and vendor preaward sur
simultaneous I y.

EN DES Response 
Rriaf

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiencv

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

Deiiee --- I I ev

Plant Surveys will be re
cognized as QA where 
applicable. QC is recog
nized as part of Quality 
Engineering. Section 2.3 
of the TVA Inspection 
Hanual will be revised as 
shown in the marked copy 
provided 

When both activities can 
be accomplished conve
niently and efficiently 
together they will be 
scheduled. Due to the 
broader participation 
needed for simultaneous 
surveys, it is more 
effective to be separate.  
Also, one survey may be 
performed, the other'not 
since plant capabilities 
other than QA have al
ready been evaluated and 
accepted.

No 

No

Yes

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief

Failure of the TVA 
Inspection Manual to 
properly identify the 
QA responsibilities 
of its inspection 
personnel.

QAE 80-1 
Paragraph



TABLE I

SIMtARY OF NSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
QUALITM ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAZ 80-1 

OBDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUEIONS

4E 80-1 
Paragraph 

umbers

IV.B.6 

IV.C. .a 

IV.C. .b

EDC QA 
Report and Recomendation 

Brief

Resolution to STRIDE MCR's 
takes 42 days while non
STRIDE MCR's average 10 days.  
On as expedited basis STRIDE 
MCR's can be processed in 10 
days therefore there is a 
seed to improve the process
ing time for STRIDE NCR's.  

QEB Technical Supervisors 
should provide more guidance 
and make more trips to the 
field in setting up the 
inspection of vendor 
activities.  

QEB Technical Supervisors 
should acquire more first 
hand knowledge of problem 
contracts through more fre
quest field trips to vendor 
plants to review the situa
tion with field inspectors.

EN DES Response 
Brief

An evaluation to improve 
processing time of STRIDE 
NCR's without compromis
ing the control functions 
provided by the NCR sys
tem has been conducted.  
This evaluation has re
sulted in a change to QE 
methods as indicated on 
the attached draft revis
ion to QEB-EP 24.57.  

QEB Technical Supervisors 
will provide the guidance 
necessary to assist in 
setting up surveillance 
of vendor activities.  
Trips to be made will 
be where essential and 
within approved travel 
budgets.  

Trips will be made where 
absolutely essential and 
within approved travel 
budgets.

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

I U ~-~~-- I

No 

No 

No

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief



TABLE 1

SUMNARY OF NSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 

OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

OEDC QA 
Report and Recommendation 

Brief

Field offices refer problems 
to Knoxville which are sign
nificant, therefore QEB 
Knoxville should gi * prompt 
attention. If an answer can
not be given imediately, 
then an interim response 
should be given on the 
status.  

Copies of QEB vendor audit 
reports should be sent to 
the applicable field offices 
so field personnel can know 
all items of contention with 
the vendor.  

There should be feedback 
(with rapid instructions) to 
the field on meetings and de
cisions made in Knoxville and 
at construction sites on con
tracts that involve QEB field 
inspection.

EN DES Response 
Brief

OEDC QA 
EvAluation 
Deficiency

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

4 ·- a_ -- - - - -' -. -

QEB Knoxville will con
tinue to give prompt at
tention to significant 
problems refereed by the 
field office.  

Where appropriate, 
QEB-QA audits will con
tinue to be sent to the 
applicable field offices 

EN DES will issue an in
struction to ensur. ade
quate feedback of meet
tings held is sent to 
QEB on contracts that 
involve QEB field in
spectors. Instruction 
to be issued by the 
EN OES Manager by 
July 15, 1980.

No 

No 

No

No 

Yes 

Included 
with item 
IV.C.2 
second 
example

NSLS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief

Failure of the QE•OQC 
Group to keep the-branch 
field offices fully and ? 
promptly informed of 
matters which concern them 
or their inspection program.

qAE 80-1 
Paragraph 
Mmbers

IV.C.l c 

IV.C.2 

TV.C.3.a



TABLE 1

SIMART OF ISRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
qALITY ASSIrANCK EVALUATION REPORT QAX 80-1 

OEDC QA FINDINGS, El DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

qAK so-1 
Paragraph Madwra~

IV.C.3.b 

IV.C.3.c 

IV.C.3.d

amc q 
Report and Recemedation 

Brief
EN DES Response 

Brief

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

- Y U- V

hes TWA personel plan to 
visit a vendor site the 
regioal QC office should 
be notified of the impending 
visit.  

then meetings are held to 
deteriaee corrective action, 
respeosible people should be 
present and iutes of the 
meetig should be issued in 
the minimum of time.  
Further, implemntation of 
agreed upeo courses of 
action should nat be delay
ed while waittng for the 
meeting miates.  

When sigaificant problems 
are identified at a sup
plhers facility, iacreased 
expertise should be assign
ed to the contract. The 
assigned inspector or a more 
qulified inspector should 
be promptly briefed on the 

-problem areas and directed 
to spend more time in these 
areas, e.g., welding inspec

-tioa, dimensional checks.

EN DES people will be in
structed to notify the 
field inspection office 
through QEB-Knoxville of 
vendor visits. Instruc
tions will be issued by 
EN DES Hanager by 
July 15, 1980.  

Agreed 

Where significant prob
lems are discovered at 
the supplier's plant, 
sufficient surveillance 
capability will be ap
plied withan budgetary 
constraints.

Included 
vith item 
IV.C.2 
third 
example 

No 

No

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief



TABLE 1

SUIMARY OF NSRS INVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 

OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

QAK 80-1 
Paragraph 

umbers

IV.C.4 

IV.C.S.a 

IV.C.S.b

OEDC QA 
Report and Recommendation 

Brief
EN DES Response 

Brief

A seed exists for more 
direct contact between 
the field inspector and 
the QEB Technical Super
visor rather than through 
the regional supervisor 
The inspector should advise 
his regional supervisor 
whenever he has made a call 
to Knoxville.  

C. F. Braum Engineering per
soonel should accompany TVA 
engineers sad surveillance 
inspectors to problem vendor 
pleats to obtain first hand 
knowledge of existing fabri
cation problem and solutions 
should be identified and im
plemented in accordance with 
established procedure or 
method.  

The dispute between Lakeside 
and GE/Braun concerning but
tering should be resolve' by 
TVA in an expeditous sanne.
to prevent additional 
schedule slippages.

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

~4 I U

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief

Branch instructions on
communications will be 
reviewed and adjusted 
if necessary to improve 
effectiveness. Review 
to be completed by 
July 11, 1980.  

It is not the responsi
bility of EN DES to 
educate C. F. Braun Engi
neerirg personnel but 
EN DES has noticed C. F.  
Braun personnel have 
been visiting the vendor 
sites moreso recently.  

Agreed Failure of the QEB-QC 
Engineering staff to in
vestigate and provide re
commended courses of 
action in resolving a 
vendor's inability or 
'inwillingness to per
frorm according to the 
contract requirements.



TABLE I 

SUMMur OF 1SRS IWVESTIGATION FINDINGS 
QUALITY ASSURAICE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 

OEDC QA FINDINGS, EN DES RESPONSES, AND NSRS CONCLUSIONS

gQE o-1 
Paragraph 

Umbers

IV.C.S.c 

provided 
cation, a 

aDeficiec 

*0CK QA i 
signifia 

\Y

OEC QA 
Report mid Recmealdtio 

Brief

noaville QB through its 
existing orgaoization or 
throgh a designated GE/C.F.  
Braon liasion position, 
should assure that all 
STRIDE equiment changes 

tegotiated vith veadors are 
supplied to field inspector 
persneme.  

rovided is based upon the possi 
y OEDC QA and its recomeadatio 
est further specifics or stated

EN DES Response 
Brief

OEDC QA 
Evaluation 
Deficiency

p-. 4_ I

Review of the system to 
provide this information 
to the field inspection 
personnel will be con 
pleted by July 11, 1980.  
If effectiveness can be 
improved, adjustments 
will be made.  

,ility that the background 
k could have led to a defi< 
requirements.

es discovered outside the areas reviewed by OEDC QA.

s requested by the lSRS Staff to 
*ce.

reevaluate this item for 

*

No 

information 
iency notifi-

* NSRS 
Determined 
Deficiency

Yes

NSRS 
Deficiency 
Basis Brief

OFailure of the EN DES 
procurment document con
trol program to ensure 
changes made to procure
ment documents are dis
tributed to and made 
aware of to participat
ing organizations.  

(-



TABLE 2

Regionai Field

Regional 
Field 
Office

Office Monthly Meeting Summary (1/79 - 8/80) 
(Partial Review)

Monthly 
Meeting 
Number Meeting Date

Chicago

Philadelphia 

Pittsburgh 

St. Louis

March 15, 1979 
April 23, 1979 
August 13, 1979 
February 4, 1980 

April 18, 1980 

March 22, 1979 
May 9, 1979 
September 6, 1979 
November 19, 1979 
December 26, 1979 
February 4, 1980 
March 24, 1980 
May 12, 1980 
July 10, 1980 

January 16, 1979 
June 28, 1979 
November 23, 1979 
February 26, 1980 
May 29, 1980 

January 29, 1919 

March 14, 1979 
June 4, 1979 
July 2, 1979 
July 2, 1980



TABLE 3

Problem Vendor Contract/Inspection Report Review

Vemdeor 
Coatract. Bo.  
Title

TVA gold Points 
Notificatiom Points

QC Inspection Reports 
Fabrication, NDE Status 

Report Observations/Records Report 
No. Date Clearly Identified Onlyv

bWaivers 

Hade 
On Release

Comments/ 
Inspector Identified 
Problems

Lakeside 
e ** 86965 

RW-edestal 
ltructural 
Steel

28 82/12/79 

29 a3/12/79

In most cases 

In most cases

30 4/23/79 No 

In most cases 

In most cases

31 a5 / 2 5 / 7 9 

32 7/20/79 

33 98/17/79 

34 a9/24/79 

35 a 11/9/79

17.1.3 of 300-S 
notify the buyer I 
week prior to com
plete shop assembly 
of all structural 
sections so shop 
fit-up can be 
vitnessed.  

18.1.2 of 300-05 
material is not to 
be shipped from its 
point of masufac
tLre before it has 
been inspected un
less buyer author
rises inspection to 
be made elsewhere.  

18.1.3 of 300-05 
all tests and 
smalyses to demm 
strated welding pro
cedure shall be 
made in presence 
and under the direc
tion of the buyer 
or his designate or 

aunless this require
meat is waived by 
the buyer in each 
case-.

No +*No. 24 
dtd 2/8/79 

No +*No. 25 
dtd 3/9/79 

No +*No. 26 
dtd 3/13/79 

No *** 27 
dtd 3/20/79 

No +*No. 28 
dtd 3/29/79 

No *No. 29 
dtd 5/14/79 

No *No. 30 - Weld cracking problem and 
dtd 7/17/79 comunicaLions which ensured.  

No +*No. 31 - NCR details given, RT problem 
dtd 7/24/79 defined.  

No --- - Delay in forwarding QA data 
package by contractor to 
site.  

No --- - Verification of importance 
of submitting QA data 
package to site which still 
has not been done for unit 
X-21.

No Yes 32 
dtd 1/7/80 
verbal auth.  
on minor 
defect, to 
be shipped 
as it

a11 14/80 In most cases



TABLE 3 (coat.) 

Prehlem Vendor Coatract/Inspection Report Review

Ceotract. lo.  
Title

TVA Mold Points 
Motificatioe Poists

QC Inspection Reports 
Fabrication, NDE Status 

Report Ob .rvations/Records Report 
Date C ly Identified Only

byaivers 
Nade 
On Release

Coments/ 
Inspector Identified 
Problems

20.1.1 of 300-05 
notify buyer I 
week prior to sur
face prep so sur
face can be in
spected shortly be
fore primer applica
tioe.  

No provision for 
later identifica
tion of bold 
points.  

11.1.3 of 300-08 
notify the buyer I 
ueek prior to crm
plete shop assenbly 
of all structural 
sections so shop 
fit-up ran be 
wateessed.

37 a3/3/80

a6/14/80

I most cases 

In most cases

39 5/23/80 No 

40 a7/17/80

1/5/79 Yes 
1/5I/79 Yes

No No. 33 
dtd 2/6/80 

No No. 34 
2/14/80 
No. 35 
2/22/80 

No No. 36 
3/24/80 
No. 37 
3/31/80 
No. 38 
3/11/80 

No --

Yes ---

- Identified field 
weak joints/gaps 
in excess spec.  

- IEW,TVA.GE,8raun 
has meeting QEB 
PH RO did not attend.

IEI 
*6 72-820117 
dPV shield vall 
structural 
steel

--- I- -I .. .



TABU 3 (cost.)

Probles Veedor Cetrart/Ilspection Report Review

W@edeO 
Ceotroct. eo.  
Tstle

TV gI14d Proats 
motificat io Poitse eo.

QC looppttion Reports 
Fabrication, Mlt States 

Report Observatioas Records Report 
Date Clearly idealified Only

tWaivers Comests/ 
Hade Inspector Identified 
On Release Problems

18.1.2 of 300-08 
muorial is et to 
be skipped fre its 
peilt of ouftac
tare before it habe 
bees iospected me
let bayer aetha
ries inspection t 
be sede elsewhere.  

18.1.3 of 300-04 
oil tests and 
aoelyos to demo
strate weldig pro
codowre shell be 
mode is presece 
sid mWer th ditrec
ties of the buyer 
or his desicnat or 
-Iless this require 
met is waived by 
the bayer in each 
case.

15 2/21179 Tes 

16 2/216/0 No 

11 4/6/19 Yes 

18 6/20/79 go6 

19 S/4/19 No 

20 5/23/79 No

No *No.2 
did 2/12/80 

No *No.3 
dtd 2/22/80 

No *No.4 
dtd 3/22/80 

so *No.  
dtd 3/21/80 
*N60o.6 
dtd 3/30/50

No 20.1.1 waived 
by Knoxville

5/30/79 so 
6/11/19 No

Supplier failed to pro
perly prepare welds to 
be not inspected.  
Caused rejection of 
welds 

lnsp. identified that back
ing were not welded IAM 

AWS 01.1 to be corrected.

____________ ______

***



TAIU3 3 (cost.)

Problesm V.dor Coatract/lspectlioe Report Review

Centract. Be.  
Ttlel

TVlA rid PFoist Noti ication P Fits 

20.1. of 300-0 
sotily byer 1 

week prior to srr
face prep so s&r
face Cas be is
spected shortly ber
fore praLer applir
Ibme.

QC laspecties Reports 
Fabricrtion. WPE Status 

Report Observat ios/Records Report 
Date Clearly Identifred Oaly

61/20179 
11/10/19 
12/18/79 
12/31/79 
1//U0 
2/19/80 
4/21/80 
S/16/80 
6/9/80 
6/28/80 
/21/80 

*41lISO 
"'ISO1 
"2/sI/o

Wa ivers 
Naded 
On Release

Comments/ 
Inspector Identified 
Problems

Tes 
Re No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No

*rrlease d4•s -ot de"tify assorsated inspertion report 

*rfes*e neot wiat tbr ispection report 

*relesw by iaspector, no "isapection activites required" boxes marked as to the type of veritication )erformed

esrprleor - satte dates not specified 

uWsrrrs 0made a this tollu are dlatifsed by a response 
1ollowM

yes/no with the associated release number and date

***

***



79-7 

.9 

79-12 

791-36 

79v-41 

791-42 

PW-63 

799-4• 

10-9

QC 4d ftiledepbais flosml Office 

QC Md4 Cicago Regtiosal QC Office 

bDll&$s rsgimal Office 

Imdepelldet Review 1o PR 

Strocteoru Steel sad Contimeat Vei 

nselated Cadclters - Type PJU and 

Prestremsig Sys for Primry Costail 
Strurtere 

Protective Coastais (points) 

Structural Steel for CS and D/W Vei 

Dial Thermawteks 

Structural Ste1l seamks a Alles l 

Oyrle aod SydroCee Analyzers 

Local Panels aId lastrwmetatioa 

Quality Centrol Sectioa 

QU/Ls Akgeles Regional QC Of ice 

Bode, Switrlarld Irliosal QC Offi

Table 4 
11 OKS-QA Quality Assurasce Audits 

Report Issuance Sumamry 

Audit Dates Iepr Dates 

061879-062279 072579 

081379-081579 106'179 

100979-101079 110679 

102979-110279 112979 

ssels 090479-090779 103179 

PUNJ 092479-092779 103179 

reet C1(279-100479 102279

101679-101979 

112779-112979 

102379-102579 

110579-110679 

120379-120579 

110779-110979 

0324680-032880 

O52880-OS2980 

061680-062080

103179 

010780 

121879 

121779 

121279 

121979 

042380 

070180 

081260

Delirquen2 

2 

28 

23 

2 

o--

M9SS Acc. Bo.  

QAS 790725 06 

QAS 791015 004 

QAS 791106 801 

QAS 791129 804 

QAS 791031 002 

QAS 791031 801 

QAS 791022 M00

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS

791031 

800107 

791218 

791217 

791212 

791219 

800423 

800812 

800812



80V-i 

80V-3 

gov-z1 80V-28 

80V-10 

s0v-2, 

80V-28 

80V-29 

80V-32 

80V-33 

80V- 3 

80V-35 

80V-37 

OV-38 

80V-43

IQT Contract for Welding Zlectiodeb 

480v Notor Ccatrol Centers and Lighting 
Boards 

Protective Coatings (paints) 

Structural Steel, NF Round Bars, and 
Heavy Hex Nuts 

Nuclear Control Valves 

Shield Plugs 

Carbon Steel 

Structural Steel - Rx BIdg and Cont. BIdg 

Structural Steel Tubing A-500 

Reactor Pressure Vessel Shield Wall 

ASHE Section III Valves 

Diesel Engine-Driven Emergenry Gent. Unit%.  

Stainless Steel Liners for Fuel Bldg 

Post Tensioning System

TABLE 6 (cont.) 

011580-011680 

011580-011780 

031180-031380 

060180-040380 

061080-061380 

060980-061080 

'61380-061880 

072180-072580 

072280-072680 

081180-081380 

082580-082880 

082580-082880 

081980-082280 

072180-072380

QAS 800304 802 

QAS 800225 800 

QAS 800326 802 

QAS 800428 802

030480 

022580 

032480 

062180 

011~6.  

071780 

062480 

081180 

080580 

082180 

092380 

091580 

091180 

073180

800716 

800717 

800624 

800811 

800805 

800821 

800921 

80A0915 

:i0091; 

800731

803 

800 

802 

801 

800 

802 

804 

800 

801 

801

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

QAS 

OAS

. ***

rrr 

r-

rrr 

rrr



Table 5 
OEDC-QA Quality Assurance Audits 

Report Issuance Summary

Audit No.  

H78-05 

n7R-06 

H7 -01 

H79-02 

M79-03 

H79-04 

H79-05 

n79-07 

f79-08 

.. , -09 

H7 10 

H79-12 

M79-15 

N80-01 

n80-04 

N8006 

"80-08 
*

Subject 

QA Traiomr& and Iotr.-duction 

Iasagment Level Audit GE/Braun/CBIN 

Pre-ASHE Survey 

Concrete Program 

Procurement Activities 

Organization, QA Program and Audit Program 

Calibration 

Nanmaement Level Review of CE QA Program 

Design Control for Modifications 

Design Control - All Nuclear Projects 

Five Protection Systems 

QA Program Implementation 

Interface Between CEO and CSO 

TVA Interface vith CE 

QA Program Implementation 

* QA Program - Implementation 

Implementation of Construction QA/QC 
Program ( All Nuclear Projects)

Audit Dates 

030178-051778 

042478-061478 

011579-030679 

012479-012579 

021279-031679 

632679-050179 

041779-041879 

102979-111579 

052279-052579 

062779-082279 

080779-082179 

102979-110579 

101379-101879 

012180-020180 

0030380032180 

051280-062780 

081480-082980

Report Dates 

071178 

080178 

041379 

021379 

040279 

050979 

050879 

012980 

060179 

083179 

091479 

121179 

12047t

030380 

041580 

072180 

091080

Delinquency 

25 

18 

8

HEDS Acc. No 

QAM 780711 001 

EDC 780801 004 

QA. 790413 004 

QAH 790213 001 

QAN 790402 002 

QAN 790509 003 

QAN 790508 027 

EDC 800129 009 $ 

QAM 790601 006 

QAM 790831 002 

QAn 790914 002 

QAM 791211 001 

QAM 791204 003 

QAN 800303 005 

QAN 800415 001 

QAM 800721 001 

QAh 800910 001---



TABLE 6 

Summary of NSRS Investigation Open and Deficient Items 

NSRS Tracking 
Number Description 

I-80-14-NPS-01 Failure to Follow Procedure 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
need for QEB field office supervisors to conduct 
and report office meetings required by procedure 
(see Attachment B, item IV.A.I.b. for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-02 Identification Controls Needed on 
EN DES Procedures/Manuals 

This item is open pending EN DES establishment 
of methods to ensure its procedures/manuals 
have proper identification controls applied 
(see Attachment B, item IV.A.I.c. for details).  

1-80-14-NPS-03 Field Office Manpower Deficiency 

This item is considered deficient based on 
the failure of EN DES to adequately staff 
its branch field offices and to expand its 
vendor verification activities when supplier 
quality performance has been shown question
able. EN DES should also review the adequacy 
of its purchase requisition preparation 
procedure and contract enforcement language 
(see Attachment B, item IV.A.3 for details).  

1-80-14-NPS-O04 Audit Report Tracking System 

This item is open pending EN DES-QAB and OEDC QA 
review in establishing an audit report tracking 
or "tickler" system to ensure audit report 
issuances and responses from audited organizations 
are issued/received in a timely manner (see 
Attachment B, item IV.A.4 for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-OS Qualification Procedure Required for 
Personnel Engaged in Special Processes 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
failure of i'.N DES to establish a written 
procedure for qualifying, certifying, and/or 
recertifying personnel engaged in special 
processes other than NDE (see Attachment B, 
item IV.B.I for details).

*



TABLE 6 (coat.) 

Sumary of NSRS Investigation Open and Deficient Items 

NSRS Tracking 
Number Description 

I-80-14-NPS-06 Inspection Report Content 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
failure of inspection reports reviewed to meet 
stated requirements (see Attachment B, item 
IV.B.2.b for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-07 Addition of Hold Points 

This item is open pending EN DES review of a 
potential conflict in the TVA Inspection 
Manual, that of specifying additional hold 
points not detailed in the procurement 
contract (see Attachment B, item IV.D.2.c 
for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-08 Waiver Release Controls 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
need to ensure changes made in procurement 
documents, such as waivers to a specified hold 
point, are subject to the same degree of control 
as was utilized in the preparation of the 
original document (see Attachment B, item IV.B.2.c 
for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-09 Interface Controls in Design Document Review 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
need to ensure that purchase requisitions have 
been reviewed by all affected groups through 
squad checking procedures or other approved 
practices for interface controls prior to the 
designated reviewer's concurrence (see 
Attachment B, item IV.B.3.a for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-10 Preaward Activ'ties 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
need to conduct supplier preaward activities in 
order to evaluate the supplier's performance or 
intentions to meet contract requirements prior 
to contract award (see Attachment B, item IV.B.3.b 
for details).



TABLE 6 (cont.) 

Summary of NSRS Investigation Open and Deficient Items 

NSRS Tracking 
Number Description 

I-80-14-NPS-11 Review of NRC Regulatory Guide Comments 

This item is open pending OEDC review of NRC 
Regulatory Guide commitments made in 
Table 17.1A.-4 of TVA Topical Report TVA-TR75-1 
(see Attachemnt B, item IV.B.4.a for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-12 Response to Audit Reports 

This item is open pending EN DES review of 
EN DES-EP 5.34 to ensure it contains adequate 
provisions to alert the audited organization 
that it has failed to meet the response date 
specified by the audit report (see Attachment 
B, item IV.B.4.b.1 for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-13 QEB Inspection QA Responsibilities 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
need for EN DES to revise its TVA Inspection 
Manual in order to properly identify the QA 
responsibilities of its field inspection 
personnel (see Attachment B, item IV.B.5.a 
for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-14 Regional Field Office Problem Resolution 
Notification 

This item is open pending EN DES review of 
Quality Engineering Branch procedure QEB-EP 24.56 
to ensure that field personnel are made fully 
aware of inspection report, or other related 
reports, problem resolution findings in a timely 
manner (see Attachment B, item IV.C.I.c for 
details).  

I-80-14-NPS-15 Breakdown of a QEB QC Group Responsibility 

This item is onsidered deficient based on the 
need for QEB to ensure its QEB QC Group keeps 
the branch field offices fully and promptly 
informed of matters which concern them or the 
inspection program (see Attachment B, item 
IV.C.2 foi details).



TABLE 6 (cont.) 

Summary of NSRS Investigation Open and Deficient Items 

NSRS Tracking 
Number Description 

I-80-14-NPS-16 Breakdown of a QEB-QC Engineering Staff 
Responsibility 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
need for QEB to ensure its senior QC staff 
engineers carry out necessary detailed investi
gations vhen problem situations arise from the 
vendor's inability or unwillingness to perform 
according to procurement contract requirements 
(see Attachment B, item IV.C.5.b for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-17 Document Controls 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
need for EN DES to ensure changes made to its 
procurement documents are distributed to its 
field personnel (see Attachment B, item IV.C.5.c 
for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-18 Differing Staff View Procedure 

This item is ccnsidered deficient based on the 
lack of an OEDC procedure to detail the method 
of handling differing staff views (see IV.D for 
details).  

I-80-14-NPS-19 Lack of Independent Review of Nonsignificant 
Audit Deficiencies 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
failure of OEDC Quality Assurance organizations 
to have deficiencies they have considered non
significant reviewed by another designated QA 
or independent review organization for signifi
cance (see IV.D for details).  

I-80-14-NPS-20 Revision of Sitnificance Definition 

This item is open pending review by OEDC 
of its definition for significance 
(see IV.E for details).



C ( 

TABLE 6 (cont.) 

Sumary of NSRS Investigation Open and Det

NSRS Tracking 
Number 

I-80-14-NPS-21

1-80-14-NPS-22

* L . 'ms

Description 

Reevaluation of QAE 80-1 Items for Significance 

This item is open pending OEDC QA review of NSRS 
evaluated deficiencies in QAE 80-1 for signifi
cance (see IV.E for details).  

Establishment of a Procedure to Conduct 
Quality Assurance Evaluations 

This item is considered deficient based on the 
need for OEDC QA to establish a procedure on the 
method of conducting quality assurance evalua
tions and handling associated deficiencies 
(see IV.F for details).



ATTACHMENT A 

II EXPRESSION OF STAFF VIEWS 

The following policy was approved by the Board of Directors on 

March 6, 1980.  

Policy 

TVA encourages and protects the differing views of employees on policy 
and execution of policy. Every employee should be able to have professional 
or technical views on such matters heard at a high management level when 
the employee considers the issue significant and the view differs from a 
management decision. TVA believes that every responsible view is valuable 
and assures that such views are heard and appropriately considered in all 
decisiionmaking processes.  

TVA encourages preception and voluntary expression of differing views 
involving all aspects of its operations. This policy is communicated to 
all employees to encourage their cooperation and participation at all 
working levels, thus furthering the employee's fullfilluent of duties and 
productive effort and observance of standards. Responsible views may be 
voiced without fear of recrimination or rftribution.  

TVA places special emphasis on differing staff views on substantive 
public health and safety matters. It encourages expression of safety 
views involving all aspects of its operations, particularly those associ
ated vith the design, construction, and operation of TVA nuclear plants.  

Reservations 

The Board of Directors reviews and acts upon views expressed by 
employeeu which have not been resolved to the satisiaction of the employee 
by the organizctions delegated responsibility below.  

The General Manager oversees administration of the policy and reports 
on its effectiveness to the Board; refers unusual or novel issues to the 
Board for its action; and may order disciplinary action against any person 
found to h:ve taken retribution or recriminatory action against an employee 
expressing a view under the policy. Major issues and differences of view 
are brought to the attention of the General Manager.  

Delepations 

Offices and divisions have principal responsibility for ensuring the 
application of the policy. They assure that differing views are heard and 
appropriately considered in all decisionmaking pzocesses and provide pro
tective measures to encourage participation without fear of recrimination 
or retribution. They refer major unresolved issues to the General Manager.  
They communicate the policy to employees.  

1. For the procedure for reporting defects and noncompliances related 
specifically to nuclear safety, refer also to X NUCLEAR SAFETY.



The Office of Health and Safety receives, investigates, and provides for the resolution of differing vievs on issues of health or safety 
associated with all TVA activities, except as delegated below to the Nuclear Safety Review Staff. It may receive differing views: 

- After line managevent and the employee have been unable to re'olve 
the issue, or 

- Directiy, if the employee feels that pursuit of the issue with line 
management would be ineffective or would render the employee 
vulnerable to recrimination.  

It may receive and act upon differing views which are made in confidence or anorýmously. Confidentiality will be maintained if the employee so requests.  
illowup reports are provided to both the employee and the responsible organization on its findings and recommendations. Reports which disagree with the employee's views are also sent to the General Manager. Health and Safety monitors implementation of its recommendations and makes recoemendations 

to the General Manager where further action by the responsible organization is deemed necessary. It investigates reports of retribution and recrimination which come to its attention and, where found, recommends disciplinary 
action to the General Manager.  

The Nuclear Safety Review Staff teceives, investigates, and provides 
for the resolution of differing views associated with the safety of the design, construction, and operation of TVA nuclear plants. It may receive 
differing views: 

- After line management and the employee have been unable to resolve 
the issue; or 

- Directly, if the employee feels that pursuit of the issue with line management would be ineftective or would render the employee vulnerable 
to recrimination.  

It may receive and act upon differing views which are made in confidence or anonymously. Confidentiality will be maintained if the employee so requests.  Followup reports are provided to both the employee and the responsible organization on its findings and recommendations. Reports which disagree with the employee's views are also sent to the General Manager. The staff 
monitors implementation of its recomendations and makes recommendations to the General Manager where further action by the responsible organization is 
deemed necessary. It investigates reports of retribution and recriminacion which coLe to its attention and, where found, recoemends disciplinary 
action to the General Manager



TVA employees are responsible for voicing views about significant 
issues. They are encouraged to deal directly with line management so that 
corrective action may be handled promptly and at the working level.  
Employees may at any time express their views related to safety to the 
Office of Health and Safety. If not resolved through other channels, 
employees should bring their views about signilicant issues to the 
attention of the General Manager and through the General Manager to the 
Boa'd of Directors.  

Employees who disagree with tLe final disposition of a nonnuclear 
occupational health and safety issue may file a complaint in writing to the 
Office of Federal Agency Safety Programs, Occupastonal Safety and Health 
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 2100 N Street, NW, Washington, DC 
20210. Employees who disagree with the final disposition of nuclear safety 
issues may request in writing an inspection by giving notice of *A alleged 
vi%""stion to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Inspection and 
Enforcement, 101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 3100, Atlanta, Georgia 30303.



ATTACHMENT B 

NSRS INVESTIGATION DETAILS 
QUALITY ASSURANCE EVALUATION REPORT QAE 80-1 

The following provides an NSRS evaluation of the OEDC QA recomendations 
and EN DES responses made regarding Quality Assurance Evaluation Report QAE 
80-1. It was not the intent of this investigation to evaluate the entire 
operation of QED or a part thereof. It was to evaluate only the areas of 
the OEDC QA effort. Each is identified and numbered as it originally 
appeared in QAE 80-1.  

IV. A. Management Controls 

l.a. OEDC QA Recomendations 

Review QEB EP/AI Manual and assure that it contains all EP's 
and Al's that arp mentioned in the procedures contained 
therein. Revise and reissue the manual as necessary.  

EN DES Response(s) 

The QEB EP/AI Manual will be reviewed to assure that it 
contains all appropriate EP's and Al's that are referenced.  
The manu3l will be revised as necessary. Review scheduled 
for completion July 21, 1980.  

NSRS Evaluation 

Review of the subject instruction which led to this 
recommendation, QEB-AI 213.02, "Holding Section Regional 
Office Meetngs," issued Hay 3, 1978, revealed that an error 
had been made in referencing instruction QEB-AI 213.01. The 
actual instruction which should have been referenced was UN 
DES-AI 213.01, "'eetings Internal to EN DES." The basis for 
QEB identifying the division procedure can readily he seen 
upon review of the instruction. The content of the division 
level AI provides all the necessary foreat instructions 
required for reporting Regional Office meetings. This 
comunication, therefore, eliminates the need for QI to 
re-issue its own redundant instruction.  

QEB intends to correct the error ,nd other errors found 
after completion of its EP/AI Manual review. This item Is 
considered editorial and was appropriately identified by 
OEDC QA management as not constituting a deficiency.  

l.b. OEMC QA Recomemdation 

QEB-Knoxville should respond in writing to problem idemt
ified in Field Office Supervisor's Monthly Report.



IV.A.l.b (ciont.) 

EN DES Response(s) 

The referenced reqjirement was deleted from the mnual by 
Revision 8 issued February 15, 1980.  

NSRS Evaluation 

TVA Inspection Manual, initial issuance-July 1975, Section 
C, paragraph C.I.I, "Preparation of Assignments," stated in 
part that, "before the first Wednesday of each month the 
regional field office supervisor will review all contracts 
assigned and complete the Field Office Supervisor's Monthly 
Report form and send it to the Chief Materials Engineer at 
the Knoxville Office. AdditionAl pagea my be attached to 
report special conditions or problem." The Intent, there
fore, of this report was for the supervisor to review the 
past month's activities on all assigned contracts and to 
confirm the contracts reviewed were current and in good 
order. A brief description of any outstanding problem areas 
were also to be reported.  

NSRS investigator review of several Field Office Super
visor's Monthly Reports (e.g. Philadelphia Regional QC 
Office Supervisory Reports for Nove!ber 1979 through January 
1980) indicated the contract problems being identified were 
of status or sumary nature. One report reviewed formally 
requested that training programs in welding and protective 
coatings-be implemented. Though this item specifically was 
not a contract problem, it could be related to affecting 
contract inspections. Therefore, it is apparent from this 
review that should a significant contract problem develop 
during the report period it could not effectively be resolved 
through this correspondence channel due to the response time 
and time interval related to the report. These type problem 
were being resolved through other correspondence channels 
such as emorandums, NCR's, TVA 450S transmittals or through 
telephone comaiunications depending on the level of significance.  
Additional supervisory problem such as regional administrative 
problem or employee feedback in division or branch item 
were being identified through the monthly office meeting 
minutes as required by QUB-AI 213.02, "Molding Section 
Regional Office Meetings." Problem involving vendor 
sarveillance a-tivities were being identified to QC, 
Knoxville for resolution via inspection reports or through 
letters or mmranda as provided for in qU-KP 24.56, 
"Inspection Repeots - Preparation, Review and Distribution." 

From the discussion given, the monthly report was therefore 
as ineffective tool if the supervisor wished to resolve con
tract, ntfice, or personnel problem. Due to its repetitive 
nature with the alternate ceimunication paths previously



IV.A.l.b (cont.) 

addressed, it was also becoming an added paper burden on the 
already taxed field supervisor. The field office records 
reviewed indicated that in many cases, the field office 
supervisors were not submitting the monthly report at all.  
Failure of QEB to respond to these reports is not considered 
a deficiency, however, failure of the field supervisor to 
submit the report, as required by procedure, is and should 
have been addressed as such by the OEDC QA evaluation team.  

Additionally, as required by Section II.C of QEB-AI 213.02 
and Section II.B.I of QEB AI 313.1, regional field offices 
are to conduct monthly office meetings with time, devoted to 
familiarization training of procedures which affect QC 
activities. Investigator review of office meeting minutes 
for four randomly chosen regional field offices revealed 
that contrary to these requirements, monthly office meetings, 
and therefore familiarization training, were not being 
conducted at the prescribed intervals as depicted in Table 2.  
This constitutes a second example of failure to follow 
procedure.  

As required by TVA Topical Report TVA-TR75-1, paragraph 
17.IA.7.2, indoctrination and training program for 
inspectors are to stress the need to foll-w procedures and 
to utilize the necessary documents supporting the inspection 
activity. Failure to follow procedures is considered an 
item of noncompliance. QEB should take appropriate action 
to re:olve this deficiency (I-80-14-NPS-01).  

I.c OEDC QA Recomendation 

The Branch Chief should document his review and approval of 
the contents of the TVA Inspection Manual by signing and 
dating each section or section change in an appropriate 
location.  

EN f.ES Response(s) 

The Branch Chief will Jocument his review and approval of 
the Inspection Manual contents and revisions by signing off 
on 4 revision log for R7 and subsequent changes. This 
revasion log wall be added to the maual by Revision 9.  

This item is being handled within the scope of our previous 
EU DES Internal Audit 60-4. We will advise you whmen this 
has been resolved.  

NSRS Evaluation 

ANSI N45.S2 -1971. section 7. "Document Control," requires in 
part that meaaures be established and documeanted to control 
the issuance of documnts, such as instructions, iacludiag 
changes thereto, which prescribe activities affecting quality.
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These measures shall assure that documents, including 
changes, are reviewed for adequacy and approved for release 
by authorized personnel.  

As required by section A, paragraph 3.0 of the TVA Inspection 
Manual, the QEB Branch Chief is required to review and 
approve all the manual contents prior to their issuance.  
Review of the subject manual did not identify the Branch 
Chief's review and approval for the stated sections in 
question. This item was, therefore, appropriately iden
tified by OEDC QA management as a deficiency.  

Subsequent to the investigator's review of this item, QEB 
management issued Revision 9 to the Inspection Manual (QEB 
800919 010). The revision add&. a revision log and revised 
the Table of Contents to show revision and date of the 
sample inspection procedures included in section D. Upon 
further review of section D -Sample Inspection Procedures, 
and section E - Forms, Worksheets, and Reference Standards, 
the NSRS investigator could find no identification on the 
documents themselves as to when they were approved and/or 
revised. This is contrary to the mini- information 
requirements of EN DES - EP 1.28, revision 2, "Control of 
Documeats Affecting Quality." Section 5.1, "Identification," 
which states in part that each design document shall be 
identified with the following minimm information: type of 
document, originating organization, unique control number, 
initial issue date, revision identification, revision approval 
date, and a title which relates to the content of the docu
meant. Where existing procedures do not provide for the 
minim information required, the minim. information shall 
be provided.  

This information is provided in order to ensure that those 
personnel (in this case TVA field inspectors) participating 
in their respective activity are aware of and use the proper 
and current instruction for performing their activities.  
Identification of the appropriate revision and revision date 
on both the instruction/work sheets, as is the case with 
other instructions in the Manual, and in the Table of Coa
tenta would preclude the possibility of using outdated or 
inappropriate documents.  

This item requires further resolution by EN DES-Q2B 
(1-8-14-NIM-02).  

2. 0C 4A kcamedatie 

A1-318.01 should be revised to include the reason for the 
document and to require actual data. The other braanch Al's 
should be reviewed and revised as aWlicale to assure that 
the reason for each instruction can be clearly understood by 
the iaplemntor of the instruction.
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Procedures and instructions should clearly advise the pur
pose(s) of the stated requirement to the person or organi
zation who has to perform the assignment.  

EN DES Response(s) 

The referenced information submittal is used for management 
planning and analyses. We do not believe that it is neces
sary for every procedure and instruction to contain a justi
fication for the activities prescribed. There are cases 
where this practice would be counter-productive, particu
larly where management planning is an objective. We will 
incorporate such information in our procedures and instruc
tions where necessary for clarity of understanding.  

NSRS Evaluation 

Figure 5 of EN DES-EP 1.01, "Preparation and Processing of 
EN DES Engineering Procedures," states that the purpose is 
"a short statement of the focus and intent of the EP." This 
definition is the EN DES policy definition to be used in all 
di'.ision-wide engineering practices. Should another proce
dure or instruction conflict withl an EN DES-EP, the EN 
DES-EP shall govern as conveyed in EN DES-EP 1.02, "Prepa
ration and Processing of Branch/Design Project/TAS Engi
neering Procedures," section 2.0, "Policy." 

Based on the definition provided in EN DES-EP 1.01, the INSRS 
investigator does not consider provision of a reason within 
its guidance. Administrative instructions, in general, 
provide specific instructions for iplementation and compliance 
with established administrative policies. Therefore, justifica
tion 'or the instruction itself is not necessary.  

In addition, a requirement that actual data be provided with 
the work schedule submittals requested by QB-AI 318.01, 
"Work Schedules for Regional Inspection Offices," appears to 
be of beneficial value, however, this option should be left 
to the discretion of the requesting organization.  

The NSRS investigator considers this item was appropriately 
identified by OCDC QA management as not constitutiag a 
deficiency.  

3. OLDC 9A Recontndat ion 

Re-evaluate manpower requirements for activities assigned to 
the Philadelphia and other regional offices. This review 
should also include the Kaoxville QC support organiuttion.  
During the re-evaluation consider the adverse ipact -o 
CONST (rost and scheduliag) for increasing the average 
umber of contracts assigned to as inspector from 16 t0 sore 

than 28.
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EN DES Response(s) 

Manpower requirements for activities assigned to the Phil
adelphia and other regional offices will be re-evaluated.  
This review will include the Knoxville QC support organi
zation and will consider any adverse impacts on design and 
construction. Review scheduled for completion July 21, 1980.  

NSRS Evaluation 

QEB-AI 115, "Organization and Responsibilities" defines the 
responsibilities and duties of each organizational division 
within QEB. One responsibility of Regional Inspection 
Offices is to assure adequate handling of the workload by 
staffing adequately and assigning work according to the 
skills and knowledge of available personnel. Further, the QC 
Group is charged with assuring that purchased material or 
equipment designated for inspection do conform to speci
fication requirements prior to release for shipment from 
vendors.  

ANSI N45.2.13 - 1976, Section 7.1, "General," states in part 
that the purchaser shall establish and implement verification 
activities (surveillance, inspection, and audit) as appropriate, 
to assure conformance of procured items and services to 
identified requirements. These verification activities 
shall be conducted as early as practicable to preclude 
subsequent activities fr' ',reventing disclosure of 
deficiencies.  

ANSI 545.2.13-1976, Section 7.3.1, "Source Verification 
Activities," states in part that when planning requires 
purchaser source surveillance, it shall be implemented to 
mositor, witaess, or observe activities. Similarly, source 
iaspection shall be implemented in accordance with plans to 
perform inspections, examinations, or tests at predetermined 
points.  

From t~.e requirements sad respcsibilities anoted above, 
maupover aed therefore inspection problems should not be an 
issue if masged appropriately; however, ODC QA has pointed 
out in its flnding, aloeg with other concerned persoeael 
(refereaces I through X) that QUE regional offices do lack 
sufficient msapowr sad resources to adequately perform 
verification activities of suppliers The severity of this 
problem is evidenced by the following EI DS actions which 
have transpired as a result of umpoewer sad budget shortages: 

1. Formal TVA surveillance inaspection activities, such as 
ia-process moaitoring and fabrication witaess sad hold 
poinats have all but been eliaidtLed (see Table 3). The
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only TVA witness and hold points presently on most 
civil/ structural STRIDE contracts are QC inspector 
witnessing of all tests and analyses used to demon
strate welding procedures, surface preparation 
inspection prior to primer application and final 
inspection before shipment.  

2. QEB travel restrictions .re causing materials to be 
released without a TVA inspector being present for 
required inspections including the final source 
inspection (references 0, P, Q). This restricts 
verification act.vities even further, and if specific 
instructions are not appropriately identified on the 
release form (form TVA 10526B) dhere TVA inspection 
item were missed or waived, theo only normal receipt 
inspection occurs at the construction site and the 
piece scapes the added inspection necessary to assure 
the quality standards of the contract have been met.  

3. Failure of QkO to increase QC inspection activities 
when materials of deficient quality are con:istently 
being received at construction sites. When problem 
areas have been identified by the projects, QC surveil
lance inspection activities of the problem vendors have 
not been adequately stepped up to a more comerehensive 
inspection level. This can be shown throu- .;-e con
tinuing nature of fabrication problems bein, identified 
(references R, S , T, M). A more comprehens.ie inspection 
would be in keeping with the requirements laid out as 
ANSI N45.2.13-1976, Sections 7.2, "Planning," aad 
10.2.f, "Certificate of Conformance." They state, in 
part, that validity of the suppliers certificates of 
conformance and the effecti,,eness of certification 
systems should be verified during performance of audits 
of the supplier ot independent inspection or testing of 
the items. Such verifications should be conducted by 
the purchaser at intervals comensurate with the 
suppliers past quality performance. Therefore, the 
extent of the verification activities, including 
suroeillatre planning, -s a function of the relative 
importance, complexity, and quantity of the ite being 
procured and the supplier's past jality performace.  

The end results of curtailed inspections as a result of an
power shortages and travel restrictions is that moscomformin 
materials are being shipped to TVA construction projects 
(references L, U. V). To help eliminate or offset these 
problems, N DES-QE2 has taken t!e following crrective 
actions (references W XI, Y):
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- Hired additional personnel, 

- Established a new field office, 

- Established additional notification and hold points to 
problem contracts, 

- Requested CONST to provide a priority list of critical 
equipment and material to help establish inspection 
priorities, 

- Given its field inspectors additional instruction to 
cover problem areas, such as protective coating appli
cation, surface preparation and cleanliness.  

QEB also intends to utilize manpower from the Knoxville 
central office and from various other field offices. In 
addition, QEB will continue to perform manpower adequacy 
studies as followup of their own concerns and as requested 
by OEDC QA.  

However, all the actions being tried by QED have not improved 
the quality of vendor fabrication significantly and the 
manpower shortage is still present. From background review 
of this item, the NSRS investigator considers the entire 
resolution of the problem of receiving nonconforming 
materials at the construction site goes beyond the need for 
increasing the QC inspector product verification inspection 
effort. A good portion of the solution lies in the contract 
preparation effort. Resolution of this problem could enhance 
the overall effectiveness of the EN DES control of purchased 
material. Typical contract preparation problem areas 
discovered are discussed below: 

a. Lack of QO review of purctase requests. A formal 
distribution of the draft purchase requisition to 
QtI-QC for review would help *nsute that all necessary 
witness and hold points were established. %IS inspector 
review should be emphasized since they are in a better 
position to identify where the bold points should be 
placed in order to perform their job more effectively 
(see dinrussion of item IV.A.3.a).  

b. Lack of Contract Enforcement Provisions: 

1. Lack of IVA QC inspector freedom in material 
emmisatioe/retest. A procurement contract pro
vision should be added to allow the QC inspector 
the absolute freedom of performing his owo exami
nations (O . dimnsional checks, etc.) of material
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quality, randomly chosen versus product verifi
cation through witnessing of vendor activities, 
records review, etc. The QC inspector should also 
have the right of product retest. Product retest 
should be performed if the inspector has reason
able doubt. as to the validity or acceptability of 
the test results established either from questioning 
a materials certification or after personal random 
selection testing on a percentage basis. The 
amount of reLest should be dependent on the size 
and complexity of the product. For large prod
ucts, the retests should be requested formally and 
for small products the retests would be on-the-spot.  
The product retests described here are in addition 
to those already authorized by contract which 
include only altrasonic and magnetic particle 
retesting if the TVA inspector questions the 
acceptability of their results.  

2. Lack of minimum quantities or percentages for 
shipment specified. Since most contracts are 
paid for on the basis of what is shipped from the 
vendor plant, the supplier will request TVA 
inspection as often as possible, even daily, in 
order to bill TVA for payment upon release of 
shipment. There are other cases where the vendors, 
located a distance from the regional office thereby 
re~quiring plane travel and overnight lodging, will 
request inspection on very small quantities of 
fabricated products knowing there is a good pos
sibility that inspection will be waived since the 
quantity does not justify the trip cost to TVA.  
Also, the vendor may request inspection but 
fabrication will not be complete upon inspector 
arrival. The vendor thereupon requests the TVA 
inspector to perform his inspection in conjunction 
with their inspector. This wastes time for in 
many ca~es the TVA inspector will identify problems 
missed by the vendor inspector necessitating a 
return trip for final inspection. A provision 
requiring a minimum shipment size or authority to 
determine shipment sizes on a case basis could 
reduce costs to TVA and utilize the field 
inspectors more effectively.  

3. Lack of contract penalty provisions for vendors 
who make unauthorized shipments to the construction 
site. As specified in current contract provisions, 
materialt is not to be shipped from its point of 
manufacture before it has been inspected by TVA.  
Contrary to this requirement, sa Vendors will
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ship the material anyway without notifying the 
field office that they were ready for inspection.  
They know the project will accept the material 
either to meet schedule comitments or because of 
the handling costs involved in returning the 
material. The project rarely takes the latter 
course unless a major problem is suspected or 
develops. After receiving the material, the 
project will then close the paper trail by 
-equesting from QEB or the field office a release 

stating the material was shipped without inspection.  
Provisions to perform this action have been provided 
ia EN DES-EP 5.43, Section 5.0, step S. Once the 
release is written it is documented in an inspection 
report which in turn keys PURCM to automatically 
release payment for the material shipped. Through 
this principle, the vendor not ouly eliminates the 
fina? TVA inspection prior to shipment but also 
receives payment for goods not necessarily acceptable 
for release. OEDC/EN DES needs to invoke either 
contract provisions or orders to: 

(1) Not allow materials and equipment beyond the 
construction site boundary unless a release 
form can be shown for the shipment because 
once received, CONST becomes responsible for 
repairs. The unauthorized shipment should 
then be: 

(a) Returned at the vendor's expense or 

(b) Held for QEB %C inspection, backcharging 
the contracto for the trips and expense 
involved to the project to make the 
inspection.  

(2) Not document the unauthorized release in QC 
inspection reports. This release should be 
withheld until the project is satisfied with 
the material and then PrCM may be notified 
to make payment on the shipment.  

C. Inadequate procurement specification definitions. In 
several cases the procurement specifications have been 
identified to lack detail or have left tums to inter
pretation (references 'J through A). The specifi
cations will cite a code in order to perform or certify 
a process; however, terminol. within the code such as 
"should," "need not," "say be," or "or" will let the 
vendor choose the process or option it wants to perform 
versus tUe preferred process ot optiua desired by TVA.
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Therefore, procurement specifications should not only 
cite specific codes or standards for quality performance 
but they should state and fully identify the processes 
or acceptance criteria desired by TVA.  

A second option would be to reference a TVA-prepared 
document which provides a detailed interpretation of 
the codes and standards as to the quality processes TVA 
requires in the manufacture or fabrication of its 
products. A typical reference would be to the General 
Construction Specifications such as G-29 or G-14. In 
addition, workmanship saWples could be provided to the 
supplier for a particular end-product quality desired 
by TVA.  

These additional assurances in the contract specifica
tions would significantly enhance the quality of the 
product and would involve less vendor-to-purchaser 
communication exchanges on code/standard interpretation 
since a clear definition of the requirements would have 
been fonalized prior to the start of product fabrication.  

d. Failure to initiate or to have provisions to initiate 
preaward activities such as meetings with suppliers.  
Depending on the complexity of the item, preaward 
activities should be conducted in order to establish an 
understanding between the purchaser and supplier as to 
the planning, manufacturing techniques, tests, inspec
tions, and processes to be employed by the 
supplier in meeting procurement requirements. This 
activity is in addition to the capability surveys 
discussed in ANSI N45.2.13-1976, section 4.2. (For 
additional discussion see item IV.S.3.b.) 

The aggressive implementation of actions addressed to 
improve contract preparation may preclude the necessity if 
QEB staff increases by improving the effectiveness of 
present personnel. This increase in effectiveness may be 
brought about by forcing the supplier, through contract 
provisions of the type described, to produce a more reliable 
and quality-enriched product on his own. Increasing the 
vendor's awarenesi of what TVA requires in the product being 
'abricated, followed up by an independent TVA inspection 
e.fort of radoemly sampling product compliance to contract 
requirements during tit fabrication process, concurrent with 
the threat of products being returned should they be shipped 
without a TVA release are all actions to effectively increase 
product quality. With increased quality being sanufactured 
into the product, the TVA inspection program might then 
again return to that of a low-profile surveillance program.
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The NSRS investigator considers the failure of QEB to take 
prompt and necessary corrective action in resolving manpower 
problems identified since early 1979 and still under study 
to be a significant issue. This problem has led to a point 
where the QC field inspectors can no longer meet all the 
comitments required of them whici constitutes a breakdown 
in the vendor surveillance program. OEDC QA management 
should have considered this item as a deficiency and is 
requested by the NSRI staff to reevaluate the item for 
signficance (I-80-14-KPS-03).  

IV.A.4 

4. OEDC QA Recoamendation 

EN DES should respond to audit deficiencies with a descrip
tion of the proposed corrective action and an implementation 
schedule within 30 days of receipt of the audit report.  

EN DES Response(s) 

EN DES will respond to audit deficiencies in accordance with 
the requirements stated in each audit report, usually within 
30 days. A response to the referenced audit was made 
February 4, 1980.  

NSBS Evaluation 

ANSI V45.2.12 - 1977, section 4.5, "Followup," states in 
part that the management of the audited organisation or 
activity shall review and investigate any adverse audit 
findings to determine and schedule appropriate corrective 
action including action to prevent recurrence and shall 
respond as requested by the audit report, giving results of 
the review and investigation. In the event that corrective 
action cannot be completed within 30 days, the audited 
organiuatiom's response shall include a scheduled date for 
the corrective action.  

Review of the OCOC QA Manager's Offico audit report H79-12 
dated December 11, 1979, identified that the auditors had 
requested a respoese from E 0DES on all deficiencies and 
recomendations identified during the audit within 30 days 
of the date of the report. If corrective action could not be 
accomplished withian the allotted 30 days, EN KS was to 
respond with as interim report providing a schedule for the 
corrective action.  

Contrary to the above, as identified is QA( 60-1, U OUS did 
sot respond within the tim (raw requested by OK QA.  
3nderstandiqg of the basis for this requirement should have
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precluded EN DES from inferring in their response that this 
finding was without enforcement. Even its own procedure 
EN DES-EP 1.29, "Internal EN DES Quality Assurance Audit 
Program," section 4.0, item 20 under Audit Team Leader, 
requests response of the organizations they audit within 30 
days after receipt of the report is made.  

Based on the nature of the EN DES response (QAS 800530 003) 
and the passive acceptance of this response by OEDC QA 
management (QAN 800829 001 and QAS 800922 015) the NSRS 
investigator reviewed a common area to both organizations, 
that of report issuance, in order to ascertain the impor
tance these organizations place in the transmittal of these 
reports.  

As required by ANSI N45.2.12 - 1977, section 4.4, "Reporting" 
as implemented by section 2.3.14.b, Quality Assurance Proce
dure DO-QAP 3.1, "Manager's Office Quality Assurance Audit 
Program," of the OEDC QA Manager's Office Quality Assurance 
Procedure Manual (MOM); section 4.0, item 16 under Audit 
Team Leader of EN DES-EP 1.29 and section 5.6 of EN DES-EP 5.34, 
"Vendor QA Audit Program," the audit report shall be issued 
withir 30 days after completion of the post-audit confer
ence. The results of this review are tabulated in Tables 4 
and 5 and attached to this report. Of the 17 sample OEDC QA 
staff audit reports reviewed, four, or 24 percent exceeded 
bhe required 30-day report completion period by two weeks or 
sore. In addition, though OEDC QA management considers 
QAE 80-1 an evaluation report rather than an audit report, 
it also was delinquent by 19 davs after the allowed time 
frame. Of the 30 sample EN DES QA staff audit reports 
reviewed, only five, or 17 percent were issued past the 
deadline for issuance by two weeks or sore.  

From this common comparison, thi subject of EN DES not 
responding within the time period requested by audit report 
H79-12 can be overshadowed by EN DES QA and ODC QA manage
maent's lack of understanding as to the necessity for prompt 
report issuance and response. The time constraint is provided 
to promptly identify conditions adverse to quality to 
responsible management of both &he audited and auditing 
organizations and to assure that corrective action is taken 
4s soon as practicable. Furthermore, if the condition is 
considered significant, measures are to be taken to assure 
that the cause of the condition is determined and necessary 
corrective action is taken to preclude repetition. Tbse 
organizations should also ensure that their reports are 
written in a factual Manner with sufficient detail to assure 
that the istent and meaniang of the item addressed are 
understood by the recipient.
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The investigator considers this item was appropriately 
identified as a deficiency by the OEDC QA staff. The 
iLvestigator further considers the EN DES response and 
subsequent OEDC QA acceptance of that response to be an 
inadequate resolution of the concern. The investigator 
considers this item significant enough that both organiza
tions are requested to develop and enforce a "tickler" 
system to ensure that both their reports and theii responses 
are transmitted in a more timely manner. OEDC QA is requested 
to reevaluate this item for significance.  

Resolution of this finding is requested by the NSRS staff to 
preclude further noncompliance. (I-80-14-NPS-04).  

IV.B. QA Program Control System 

1. OEDC QA Recoemendation 

Develop a standard training program and schedule for all 
field personnel and implement the plan. It should include 
OJT, informal sectional training, and formal training by 
outside activities. The training program should cover the 
basic equipment and materials which are assigned for 
surveillance, the codes used for fabrication sad installa
tion, and the implementation of applicable procedures and 
instructions. It should include as a minims for mechanical/ 
structural inspectors the welding standards for AWS, ASE, 
and ANSI 131.1 Updating to maintain technical competence 
should be included in the program. Applicable inspectors 
should he trained and certified for EDDY cuxrent testing and 
leak testing.  

It is the team's evaluation that reliance should not b 
placed solely on OJT or aster/apprentice type training now 
in effect. There is an ongoing need for training and the 
present system provides little training for those wbo are 
older and therefore thought to be more experienced ad more 
competent. All persons should receive refresher and 
requalificatioe training.  

All inspectors and field supervisors should he trained to be 
able to spot problem contractors early in fabrication and 
then work with QU Knoxville to correct generic problems 
such as poor weldings inadequate vendor itspection coverage, 
or incorrect fabrication techniques before these materials 
or equipmet are fabricated with the problem or before they 
are presented for final acceptance.  

accb trainiag nodule covering procedural requiremets should 
tell wuy the itr euder discussion is needed oad used for 
example, traitiag ea writigt itepectieo reports should 
define misaem data realrenets and describe ho gets th 
reports and bow their orgapoiation use tem.
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EN DES Response(s) 

A standardized training program and schedule for field 
personnel can be developed and implemented to supplement the 
existing training program. This program will inaclde topics 
appropriate to the needs of potential trainees. We estimate 
such a program will require extensive travel and a signif
icant increase in EX DES manpower ceiling to provide for 
formalized instructors and to allow for the noe-productive 
Line of trainees. We will proceed with this activity when 
authorization is provided to increase our manpower ceiling 
and travel budget for this purpose.  

NSRS Evaluation 

10CFR5O Appendix D, Criterion II, as implemented by para
graph 17.IA.2.1.2 of TVA Topical Report TVA-TR75- requires 
in part that an indoctrination and training program shall be 
provided for the training and qualifying of personnel per
forming QA and quality-affecting activities in the prin
ciples and techniques of the activities they perform. The 
proficiency of these personnel shall be maintained by retrain
ing, reexamising, sad/or recertifying.  

ANSI 54S.2.6-1973, Section 2.2, "Certifications," states in 
part that each person who verifies conformance of work 
bctivities to quality requirements shall be certified by his 
employer as being qualified to perform his assigned work.  

ANSI 545.2.13-1976, Section 7.1, "General," states is part 
that purchaser verification activities shall be accompliashed 
by qualified persoesel commeasurate with the verification 
activities being performed. Early initiation of these 
activities is iateed'd to preclude subsequent activities 
from preventing disclosure of deficiencies.  

From the discussions above, tSRS coaciudes that TVA persoe
ael involved is quality-related activities such as 

- QA Auditing 

- Q Inspection at Vendor or Supplier facilities 

- leceipt Inspection at Mt Coastructioe Site 

- Coastructios Erection sad Fabrication 

- Preoperatiosal and Startup Testing, and 

- Reactor Plast Operations
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should be qualified comensurate to the activities they 
perform. Various MC-lluclear Regulatory Guides cemitted to 
by TVA provide guidance sad define applicable requireeats 
as to the specific qualificatioas necessary to perfore 
certain of these activities. Since the OEOC QA recomedatioe 
concerns TVA field inspector traioing, further discussion 
will be liited to this ares.  

QC field inspector traiaing is a very iportaat coecers and 
has bee the subject of several 08CC and El DES titernal 
oadits (references CC through G6). The training of these 

perseoael is sigificant io that they represent TVA's mai
line of compliance verification in aseuriag adequate ,oces 
coetrol has beeM or is being takes by the supplier ta providiAn 
TA with a quality product.  

Paragraph 17.1A.2.2.2 of TVA Topical Report TVA-T7?S-l 
specifies that the QC Group's role is that of surveillace 
for the purpose of verifyian that the required ispection 
and testing activities takes by the supplier have bee 
accsplishod as specified at the locatioa of prcurement or 
mnufacture. If Ussatisfactory conditions are discovered, 
the TA regional field office inspector has the authority to 
stop work uatil cospliaece is achieved. The ispector is 
therefore participating is activities affecting the quality 
of the safety-related compeonet. The inspector provides the 
objective evidence that quality is being frniahed by the 
contrarter or subcontractor as required by Criterion VII, 
"Costrol of Purchased Naterial, Equipent, aad Services," of 
10CFIO, Appendia I.  

Ia providing tai objective evidence, applicable QC field 
inspectors need to be qualified in the special process areas 
that they inspect cosforMace to, such as: weldin, beat 
treatiat, brazing and soldering, hardness and tesile test
iAs, Leidetructive esamisatios (IDn), protective coating 
inspectiot, cleaoai and surface preparatioe, platiag opera
tties, electrical inslaties irpregatioe, sad the use of 
special tools, calibratlon elipmest sad special applicators 
is activities affectig quality. Presently, applicable QC 
field Impectors are belng certified under an establisaed 
progrem t the area of seodestructive exaeaties techtiques 
(L DSU P I.)1, "oaedestructive asaaatloe Persem el 
Qualificatloe sad Certificatieo').  

The M certificatioe prprea meets the requinremets cr 
itted by TA C detleto a deie Table 3 of the OIC QA 

Pr• raa Iequiremet Hamie (MI) under Coetrol of 5peeeia 
hroesses. ieveir, under the ua crame tsi t TVA speciied 
that N A persea el opagad s oether special proceers, 
timilar to those idetiflee by the UMS iaseiatate', would 

also have appropriate qualifications ad certifictioses is
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order to perform their assigned tasks. The only difference 
in these other special process certifications is that they 
will sot correspond to the levels established in ANSI 
I45.2.6-1973, except for ME persounel who are certified ti 
accordance with SIT-TC-IA. This exception is detailed in 
Table 17.tA-4 of TVA Topical Report TVA-TIS-1. Further, as 
required by section 2.2.4, "Certificate of Qualification," 
of ANSI 45.2.6-1973, the qualifications of these persoonel 
shall be documented in an appropriate form. The certificate 
shall ticlude, as modified by TVA-TR75-1, the following 
information: 

(1) Employer's ase 

(2) Persons being certified 

(3) Activity qualified to perform 

(4) Effective period of certification 

(5) Signature of Employer's Designated Represeatative 

(6) Basis used for certification 

This record (certification forn) is stiilar in nature to the 
IND certification record except the level of capability is 
not specified.  

The liSS investigator's review of QU-AI 313.1. Revisioe I.  
"Training aad Certification of QtU/QC Personeel," revealed 
that the Al only outlines th ttraining categories QU 
inspection personael my receive in the areas of forml 
training, on-the-job training, and procedural uaderstading.  
Specific methodology for traainitn ad certificatiot is not 
provided is this instruction. This cas be foud elsewbere 
such as M OUS-IP 1.31 for Ib certification. No other U 
DS procedure has been established for qualifying, 
certifyint , and/or recertifyilg qO inspectio perso el- i 
the other special process areas. This is coatrary to the 
OEDC QA program responsibilities detailed is Table 3 of the 
fl which states under controls of special processes, that 
IN OU will establish writte procedures for qualifyial, 
certifying, and/or recertifying persoael eaaged is special 
processes (I-O-1Wt4-M -OS). QC field personnel have ad are 
curreatly performing quality related verificatioas is the 
areas sech as protective coating ispection; weldies pre
paratieo, process, exasaiation, sad evaluatione cleasniag 
ad diaLesiomal tolerasce checks. Fre the PM1 commitest 
made, it as apparent that O•CK eeds to establi~ a pr•gra
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to assure EN DUS QU field and applicable office personnel, 
have sufficient background and understanding i the princi
pies and practical techaiques of the activities they perform.  

Assuraace that all QC field personnel are appropriately 
qualified, certified, and/or recertified to perform their 
respective activities or disciplines can only be achieved 
through establishment of a standardized formal rrainiag 
program. Reliance oe on-the-job trainingt ad satisfactory 
previous performace, as observed from the qualification 
records reviewed by the investigator, canot compete with 
proficiency testing to demosotrate capability. TVA, being a 
leader in the auilear power industry, should not strive to 
meet misiam requiremets dictated by regultory doctrine 
such as doeastating capabi.ity as a given job through 

revious performance (ANSI 845.2.6-1973, Section 3.1) but 
rejold strive to establish standards of excel!esce, such as 
satisfactory completion of proficiency testing, to assure 
that its personnel are qualified ia Ob quality-affecting 
activities they perform. This is in Nttepin with the policy 
of the board of Directors dictatin that TVA shall be the 
yardstick of safety is the nuclear powvr industry (refereace 
00).  

Is their response to the OUC QA finding, E V indicated 
establishmet of a formal traianin program oud require 
extesive travelita and sigiaicat manpower increases.  
This would be expected for a large scale formalied program, 
however, I1 OS could have proposed in the tateria, to 
offset the costs of such a progra, the oae of suppleentary 
aids such as: videotapes - Ltaped at traianing sessie paid 
for by TA at Westingobese, Nagaflux Corporationt Liscola 
Ilectric, etc., or Ibhowse; study gides - multiple choice, 
True-False, fill-i-the-blaak guides to identify to the 
inspector iportant areas te nspector meeds to be sde 
aware of aed allow hi the use of the completed aiden as 
reference material; and aishose tratnil - QC eontral office 
lnstruction at the regional offices. These aide, if sufficient, 
could prepare the inspector adequately to pass a TVA 
proficiency eam.  

Freo the discussion presented above, iafereuce sold sot be 
roestrued that all TA field ispectors should be traied 
sufficletly to perfor the QC inspection for the venodr.  
The vler is reopesible for the itspectioa sd testitg 
of the prjdct. The TA quality itspector's primry role is 
to perform quality control or surveillance activities such 
as records reviev, veriflcattes, examiastios, iad witesig 
of activities 4rt the trterial proces s n ecesM ry to 
assure cotracu coapitance (paragrapho 17.LA. .2.2.0 () and 
17.IA.7.2 of TVA Topical Report TVA--II ). The ispectors 

d applicable QC central office perseoI el shed therefore
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be trained sufficiently to (1) meet TVA certification 
requirements roe their respective disciplines, not 
necessarily code certification requirements and (2) be able 
to perform spot retests as described in IV.A.3.b.l.  

The ISRS investigator considers OEDC QA management had 
appropriately identified this item as a deficiency but may 
have underestimated the significance of the finding. The 
inadequacy of the field inspector training program was first 
identified as a significant item in July 1978 by the OEDC QA 
Manager's Office Audit Report Mo. 1H78-5. The fact that this 
deficiency is still open as identified in the OEDC QA Manager's 
Active Quality Assurance Audit Status Report as of September 
25, 1980 (QA15 801002 003), is indicative of the seriousness 
of the problem and also of the inability of El DES management 
:o effect corrective action. In addition, the investigator 
can find no objective evidence of a qualification program 
through training, expe-rience, or ability established for 
appl)cable TVA field personnel verifying special process 
(other than WD) activities affecting quality.  

The Nuclear Safety Review Staff requests OEDC QA management 
to reconsider the failure of EX DES to establish a formal 
training program in order to assure its field personnel have 
acquired and maintained a prescribed TVA proficiency level 
in the areas of special processes, QA, and inspection activ
ities for significance. El DES should also take prompt and 
necessary corrective action to resolve this deficiency by 
providing sufficient manpower and resources to effectively 
carry out its QEB portion of the QA program.  

2.a. OEDC QA Recomendal.ion 

The inspection procedures that are to be included in the 
Inspectors Manual should be expanded to include guidelines 
for all components under surveillance; for example, only one 
procedure for valves - butterfly valves - is presently 
planned to be in the manual.  

EN DES Response(s) 

The scopiag of generic inspection procedures will be eval
uated and additions (or deletions) made based on this eval
uation. Twenty sample inspection procedures were added to 
the Inspection ?Mii;-February 12, 1980, with revision L.  
No further additions or deletions are considered necessary 
at this time.  

XSRS Evaluation 

When the TVA Inspectioo Manual was initially established in 
July 1975, 62 generic inspection procedures were projected 
to be issued to cover all areas of the material process. Of
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these 62 procedures, only 16 procedures were ever issued; 6 
more vere left in the preliminary stages of review and 
coment. The intent of the procedures was to make them |g-od 
enough and detailed enough that they could be referenced by 
the procurement document for the TVA inspector to use as a 
required checklist f'or 'he purchaser hold point verific&tion 
checks. Due to manpower constraints (lack of a technical 
vriterj and procedure criticisms the procedures were eventually 
removed from the manual.  

On February 12, 1980, as identified in the EN DES response 
to QAE 80-1 (QAS 800625 001), revision 8 added 20 sample 
inspection procedures to the Inspection Manual. The intended 
purpose for -- issuing the procedures was to provide a supple
rjentary guue to the inspector to assure that all major 
requirements were considered in the course of inspecting 
equipment being processed by the vendor. The procedures 
were not to replace the detailed manufacturing and inspec
tion requirements given in the purchase contract, its specifi
cations, drawings, or procedures. The contract requirements 
were to be followed implicitly and not to be modified based 
on a conflict of an item contained within the sample procedure.  

As a side note, investigator comparison of the current 20 
procedures to the previous 16 procedures revealed that 14 
procedures contained exactly the same content as the older 
version. One procedure had been expanded to some degree.  

The Nuclear Safety Review Staff concurs that expansion of 
the sample procedures to encoqss each component or class 
of components under surveillance would enhance the inspec
tion prooram. However, the procedures as indicated were 
only to be used as a guide to the inepector to set up his 
own inspection plan, if aeed be, based on the requirements 
stipulated within the text of the purchase contract. EM DES 
should continue to pursue completion of these procedures and 
utilize them when peiforming verification activities.  

The NSRS invetigator considers this item was appropriately 
identified by OELC QA management as not constituting a 
deficiency.  

2.b. OEDC QA Recomendation 

Terms should be defined in the Inspectors Manual, and the 
I&T reports should be more specific. In the case of inspec
tion reports, the writer should state clearly and concisely 
what he did and report the results of his inspections.
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EN DES Response(s) 

The inspection reports are intended as inspection trip 
reports rather than detailed reports of inspections. The 
training program (reference B.I.) will encompass this subject.  

NSRS Evaluation 

IOCFRSO Appendix B, Criterion XVII, as implemented by ANSI 
N45.2-1971, Section 18, "Quality Assurance Records," states 
in part that sufficient records shall be prepared as work is 
performed to furnish documentaty evidence of activities 
affecting quality. The records shall include the results of 
reviews, inspections, tests, audits, monitoring of work 
performance and materials analyses.  

10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion V, as implemented by ANSI 
N45.2-1971, Section 6, "Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings, 
states in part that activities affecting quality shall be 
Frescribed by documented instructions, procedures, or drawings, 
of a type appropriate to the circumstances and shall be 
accomplished in accordance with these instructions, proce
dures, or drawings. Instructions, procedures, or drawings 
rhall include appropriate quantitative or qualitative 
acceptance criteria for determining that important activities 
have been satisfactorily accomplished.  

ANSI X45.2.13-1976, Section 1.6, "Reporting," states in part 
that measures shall be established to provide for the report
ing of activities performed to verify conformance to require
ments of procurement documents. These measures are to 
include reporting of source surveillances and inspections, 
audits, receiving inspections, nonconfornmances, disposi
tions, waivers, and corrective action. In addition, the 
purchaser shall assure that these reports are evaluated to 
determine the supplier's QA program effectiveness.  

QEB-EP 24.56, Section 2.0, revision 0, dated February 9, 
1979, "Inspection Reports - Preparation, Review, and Distri
bution," provides some of the following instructions to the 
QC field inspector in preparation of inspection reports: 

The report is to be prepared in a brief, factual manner 
covering all the essential acceptance criterie est b
lished in the specifications for inspection, tests, 
witnessing, etc.; correlate the specification require
meuts in a logical manner; and include a statement of 
acceptability for each.  

Problems affecting quality are to be referenced and 
sufficient detail of their resolution is to be pro
vided.
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- Specific records reviewed are to be identified in the 
report.  

Contrary to the above, XSRS investigator review of 34 field 
inspector inspection reports, involving two identified 
problem vendors (reference W) for the period January 1979 to 
August 1980 (Table 3), identified several additional problems 
with inspection reports other than the use of vague tern or 
phrases, such as: 

(1) Copy No. I of Release Form TVA 10526B was not attached 
to several inspection -eports as required by 10 DES-EP 
5.43, Section 5.0, step 3. This deficiency was signi
ficantly more prevalent in the early p.at of 1979.  

(2) The "inspection activities required" portion of form 
WA 10526B was not being completed as required by the 
instructions on the form.  

(3) Releases were not identifying the inspection report 
number associated with the release or completing the 
percent of material release heading on the form.  

(4) Acceptance criteria and applicable technical or autboriz
ing references were not always identified.  

(5) The inspection reports for contract go. M8161-86965 on 
the fabrication of the Reactor Pressure Vessel Structural 
Steel were period reports. Each inspection report 
covered approximately one month's worth of inspection 
activities without specifying the individual onsito 
dates to identify the inspection effort being utilized 
on this project. This is contrary to QKB-EP 24.56, 
Section 2.0, step 3 which requires than an inspection 
report is to be prepared for each significant contact 
with a supplier, including eaThinspection visit and 
all hold point inspections.  

Based on the results of this investigation, the ISRS 
investigator considers the OMDC QA staff finding to have 
been too general and should have identified the real problem 
of inadequate detail in inspection reports. ONIC manaement 
upon review of this data could have then rendered a decision 
of identifying this item as a deficiency (1-90-14-MI"-06).  
The ISRS staff requests OEDC QA managemet to reevaluate 
this item for significance. In this evaluation OUDC QA 
should consider the following aspects: 

(a) The relative insignificance UN DES managment places in 
the quality of the issued field inspectors inspection 
reports as indicated in their response,
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(b) Similar deficiencies involving inadequate inspection 
report detail have been identified to EN DES in OEDC-QA 
Management Audit 1179-12 dated December 11, 1979 (refer
ence EE) and Quality Assurance Evaluation QCS 78-2 
dated February 13, 1978, (reference CC) with no sub
stantive generic corrective action taken other than 
remedying the immediate concerns (See also reference HN 
for E DES delinquency response to this item), and 

(c) The results of the inspection reports are reviewed by 
the QED-Quality Assurance Audit Section (QAAS) as 
required by QEB-EP 24.67, "Vendor QA Progrm Evaluation 
Index - Maintenance and handling," and evaluated to 
determine if there are indicatiors of vendor QA break
down problems thereby warranting a more indepth audit 
of this vendor. Inadequate detail in the inspection 
reports may mask the conclusions drawn by the QAAS 
supervisor.  

Additionally, the OEDC QA concern of establishing a section 
in the Inspection Manual for defining term is considered 
administrative since the use of "shop talk" terminology, 
abbreviations, trade naes, or references is currently 
prohibited by paragraph 5.3.5, section C, of the Inspection 
Manual unless defined within the text of the inspection 
report.  

2.c. OEDC QA Recommendation 

Develop, issue, and implement a QEB procedure defining the 
system for setting up QEB inspection requirements for TVA 
procedures which are in addition to those specified in 
contracts. This procedure should include hold points, 
witness wimnts, and in-process inspections and a definition 
for each. It should also state what inspections can or 
cannot be waived and how this action can be accomplished.  
The above inspection requirements should be included in 
future procurement requests.  

EN DES Response(s) 

The system for setting up QED inspection requirements, which 
are in addi~ion to those specified in contracts, is defined 
in Inspection Manual section C, paragraphs 1.0 and 4.2.  
Waiver of iispections is addressed in section C, paragraph 
5.2.2. These sections include hold points, witness points, 
in-process inspection, and instruction for waiver of inspec
tions. Current EN DES procedures provide for inspection 
requirements which are included in procurement requests to 
be included in contracts. We will review these instructions 
and procedures to determine If there are any definitions 
which may be needed for unusual terms.
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Inspection Manual Procedure D.1, "Inspector Preparatory 
Activities," addresses the subject in addition to the refer
ences previously provided. These procedures do not contain 
unusual terms which require additional definition.  

SIRS Evaluation 

ANSI U45.2.13-1976, Section 3.2.4, "Right of Access," states 
in part that the procurement document shall provide at each 
tier of procurement, as deemed necessary by the purchaser, 
for access to the supplier's plant facilities and records 
for inspection or audit by the purchaser. The provisions 
should include or provide for later identification of the 
events such as witness and hold points established or con
sidered appropriate for the purchaser's presence at the 
supplier's facility. Further, section 6.2, as modified by 
Regulatory Guide 1.123-1977, "Planning and Coordination," 
goes on to say that depending on the complexity or scope of 
the item or service, the purchaser shall initiate pre- and 
post-eward activities. These are necessary in order to 
establish an understanding between the purchaser and the 
supplier to clarify quality requirements including bow the 
purchaser will verify and evaluate the supplier's process 
methods and performance. Purchaser notificaticn points, 
including additional hold and witness points, shall be 
identified and documented based upon mutual agreement 
between purchaser and supplier.  

TVA Inspection Manual, paragraph 1.0, Section B, "Policy," 
states that authority for inspection is derived solely from 
contract and specification requirements. It is the responsi
bility of Engineering to assure that all necessary require
ments for inspection are clearly set forth in the specifi
cation and applicable standards are referenced to guide the 
inspector. When I DES fails to do this, the Q(B inspectors' 
hands are tied by vague or inadequate contract language.  

From this discussion, formal comnnication channels are to 
be established between the purchaser and the supplier when 
specifying additional witness and hold points, inspection 
waivers, contract revisions, etc. Guidance is not provided 
as to allowing the inspection personnel authority to add and 
enforce, at will, additional witness and hold points subsequent 
to cortract award. This can only be, accomplished through a 
contract provision stating the purchaser has the right to 
identify additional witness and bold points deemed necessary 
to ensure quality compliance subsequent to the avard of 
contract. As can he seen from Table 3 this provision is not 
provided in the contracts reviewed.  

Contrary to the above, the TVA Inspection Manual, in certain 
cases, and EN DES-QB in their response have exceeded their
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branch responsibilities by implying, and documenting the 
implication, that the field office inspector has the authority 
to add additional hold points to the agreed upon QA contract 
and to establish points of contact for waiver authorization 
with others than those specified in division instructions.  

This can be shown as follows: The TVA Inspection Manual was 
basically written to provide all the necessary guidance 
needed to standardize and simplify the inspection of material 
process or service activities required for TVA source verifi
cation as set forth in the terms of the procurement contract 
and specifications. Ioweeer, the manual extends, in cases, 
the responsibilities provided the regional field offices 
outlined in QEB-AI 115, "QEB Organization and Respon
sibilities." For example, in paragraph 3, section D, of 
inspection procedure D-1.1, "Inspector Preparatory Activities," 
the inspector is to prepare an affirmation letter of the 
hold points detai!ed by the contract for inspection and to 
add to this letter an additional hold points that are 
needed and to ensure that these hold points are recorded on 
the shop traveller. This is contrary to the stated policy 
of the manual as identified earlier in this dircussion. The 
inspector cannot legalistically enforce additional witness 
and hold points added outside of the contract unless a 
provision to provide for later identification was estab
lisbed through this channel and within the text of the 
contract (see table 3) or through the mutual respect and 
understanding established between the inspector and supplier 
in each others' technical credibility. This conflict is 
considered open by the NSRS staff pending EN DES resolution 
(I-80-14-NPS-07).  

A second example of conflict involves the inspection waiver.  
Paragraph 5.2.2, section C, of the manual allows waiver of 
the source inspection through three points of authority: 
(1) the TVA purchasing agent, (2) the central QC office 
staff, or (3) the regional field office supervisor. This is 
contrary to section 7.0 of EN DES-EP 5.43, "Release of QA 
Item from Suppliers' Shops to Construction Site," which 
provides waiver authority only to the central QC office 
staff.  

Further review of EN DES-EP 5.43, revealed that the procedure 
itself also has several significant problems within its 
content. Section 6.0 states that the TVA inspector has the 
authority to waive inspection on a quantity of items depending 
on the class of the equipment, shipping priorities, scheduling, 
etc., subject to inspection at the construction site. This 
instruction aIong with the instruction giving the central QC 
office authority to waive source inspections (section 7.0)
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is contrary to the requirements of ANSI N45.2-1971, Section 
5, "Procurement Document Control," as implemented by division 
procedure EN DIS-EP 1.28, revision 2, "Control of Documents 
Affecting Quality," Sections 3.0, "Policy," and 5.8, "Revisions." 
They require in part that control of revisions or changes to 
design documents shall be checked and approved by the same 
organizations that checked and approved the original issues 
unsess the EN DES director or the ma8ager or chief nf the 
originating organization designates another responsible 
organization. In other words, source inspections cannot be 
waived without approval of the originating organization and 
concurred in by QA. Resolution of this deficiency should be 
accomplished promptly to avoid further noncompliance 
(I-80-14-NPS-08).  

From this discussion it can be seen that some confusion 
exists as to who can or cannot authorize additional hold 
points and who has the authority to wuive source inspec
tions. To remedy a portion of this problem, QEB should 
develop a procedure, as described by OEDC QA, to system
atically identify all necessary hold points based upon the 
uniqueness, complexity, and procurement frequency of the 
item or service. The depth and necessity of the bold points 
should also depend upon the types of suppliers and their 
previous performance history on similar items. Waivers to 
these hold points should be ranked in relation to their 
importance to safety or quality.  

The QBa procedure or reference of QEB-QC review should also 
be identified as a separate step in EN DES-EP 5.01, "Purchase 
Requisitions * Evaluation of Bids and Recomendation/ Rejection 
of Contract Award - Revisions to Contract," preferably 
around step 3.19. This review would be in addition to the 
QAB purchase requisition audit requirements. Issuance and 
use of this procedure should greatly enhance the consideration 
given in the types of hold points needed to assure that 
quality requirements have been establirhed in the contract 
and are enforceable. (See additional discussion on the 
requirement to have QUB-QC in the purchase requisition 
review circuit in IV.B.3.a.) 

The NSRS investigator does not consider this item as ident
itied by the OEDC QA staff to be a deficiency. The investi
gator does consider the conflicts which exist in QEB imple
menting procedures such as establishment of additional hold 
poiLts by the inspector outside of contract constraints with 
attempts to enforce the nonbinding hold points (see reference 
EN DES vendsr audit 78V-11) and the authorization of contract 
inspection point waivers by channels other than through the 
originating organization and QA to be deficiencies. OEDC QA 
management Le requested to review thbs item for significance.
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3.a. OEDC QA Recmendation 

Cenerir component QC requirement guidelines should be pre
pared joint'f by the branches and QB and the app ropriate 
requirement should be included in procureeat specifica
tions.  

EN DES Response(s) 

It is true that QEE-QC does not review purchase requisitions 
prior to issue for inspection or hold point requirement'.  
QEB does have aa opportunity to review the purchase requi
sitions after they are issuee, however, and to recomend 
changes prior to thP bia process. These recomendations are 
resolved jointly with the initiating bran.a with require
meats being added as appropriate. (Also, see reply to 
B 3.d.' 

NSRS Evaluation 

As required by paragrpah 17.1A.3.2, "Interface Control," of 
TVA-TR75-1 a& implemented by EN DES-EP 1.28, Section 5.3, 
"Checking and Review," prior to issuing a desi-p documest 
which ay affect other design sections or require specialired 
knowledge for adequate independent verification, the document 
shall be reviewed in accordance with squaocheck krocedures 
(refer to EN DES-EP's 4.04 and 4.25) or other approved 
practices. Squadchecking assures that EN DES documents such 
as purchase requisitions are reviewed for technical/ohysical/ 
interface compatibility by all EN DES organizations affected 
by, or concerned vi.h, the document. This action is to be 
in addition to t.- i dependent designated reviewer identified 
in step 3.8 of FN DES-EP 5.01. Evidence of the checks and 
reviews shall be appropriately recorded ior fucure reference.  
The independent reviewer's signature shrll signify that 
these checks have bvin accomplished. Presently, as described 
in EN DES-EP 5.01, the only way a purchse requisition (PR) 
is sent to affected groeps for review a:J comment prior to 
the designated reviever's signature ii if the PR is not on 
file or the preparer thinks a review i- necessary (see step 
3.6 of El DES-EP 5.01).  

The NSRS tivestigator considers the lack of instruction to 
ensure affected design groups, such as QEB-QC, review the 
purchase requisition through squadchecking or other approved 
practices prior to th' designated rivievt''s sign'ure is 
indicat've of a breakdown in the Interface Control Procedure 
established by EN DES-EP 1.28 and TVA's Top.cit Report 
(I-80-14-1fS-09). OEDC QA mautgement should hive rcbuidered 
this item as a deficiency and requested EN DES to take 
prompt and eicessary corrective acti)n. OEDC QA is requested 
by the NSRS sta.f to reevaluate tu:. ites for sigrificance.
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3.b OEDC QA P-ec.emdaetiom 

A section should be included is future QA procuremnt requests 
requiring a supplier to submit with his bid proposal a QC 
inspectios and test plea for approval. This plan should 
then be reviewed against contractual requirements and approved 
if there are no discrepancies. Using this document, Q(3 
should then prepare their detailed inspection plan. This 
plan should be approved in Knoxville, if prepared in a field 
office, and a copy seat to the supplier for informtion 
purposes only. The above system should provide an orderly 
method for the surveillance of TVA material and equipment 
being fabricated in the field that should be acceptable to 
both TVA and the uppliers.  

E IDES Resposse(s) 

We agree that the recommende4 concept could provide an 
orderly method for surveillance plsanning. (BB now performs 
inspection planning as outlined in the Inspection Manual 
specifically as noted in B.2.c above. These plans are 
usually based on conference with the manufacturer rather 
than formal plans proposed by the contractor during the bid 
process.  

We will perform a study to determine the impact of this 
recommendation on the bidding process and propose such a 
plan for EN DES management approval if shown to be benefi
cial to TVA. Review scheduled for completion August 15, 
1980.  

NSRS Evaluation 

ANSI N45.2.13-1976, Section 6.2, "Planning and Coordina
tion," states in part, that depending on the complexity or 
scope of the item or service, the purchaser shall initiate 
pre and postaward activities to establish an understanding 
between the purchaser and supplier as to the plarning, 
manufacturing techniques, tests, inspecLions, and processes 
to be employed by the supplier to meet procurement require
senas. These activities may be in the form of meetings or 
through other channels of comaunication.  

NSRS inveshigator review oi EN DES-EP 5./1, "Parchase Requisi
tions - Evaluation of Uids and Recommendatica! Rejection of 
Contract Award - Revisions to Contracts." LN 15S SP 5.30, 
"Standard Forsat for Preparation of Procvremeat Specifi
cation;" EN DES-4 5.59, ".ostaward Neet.ang Between TVA and 
Contractors - Randlihg;" and other suppirtative requisition 
documents, could not establish tast any prevward activity is 
conducted between TVA and the supp)ier to develtp a mutual 
understanding at to how the -upplier intendj to accomplish
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and verify the procurement contracts' requirements (this 
activity is in additioc to a plant or capability survey 
which could be conducted.) The only communication activity 
provision authorized prior to contract award is for the 
Contract Engineering Branch, the requesting organization, or 
QEB-QA to resolve any questions about the apparent low 
bidder's understanding of the procurement reguirements. It 
is understood by the investigator that such communications, 
intended for the purpose of clarifitetion, must be carefully 
conducted in order to avoid violations of rules of competitive 
bidding, which, if violated could allow for an improper 
award to be made. Partiality should be avoided in order to 
ensure fairness in the bidder process, however, the purchaser 
still Las the requirement and the obligation to ensure an 
understanding is achieved between itself and the supplier as 
to how the procurement requirements are to be accomplished 
prior to contract award.  

The depth and necessity of these preavard activities again 
4depends primarily on the uniqueness, complexity, procurement 
frequency with the same supilier and the supplier's past 
performance for specific items covered by the procurement 
document. For instance, when requisitions are made for 
critical plant items the market of potential bidders becomes 
fairly limited, as identified in EN DES-EP 5.23, "Prepara
tion and Review of Experience Clauses in Purchase Requisi
tions," therefore preaward conference activites conducted 
with each bidder does not seem out of line when requisitioning 
equipment vital to the safe operation of the plant. Other 
options could be employed for requisitions having a large 
market of potential bidders such as the OEDC QA recommenda
tion proposed.  

The NSRS investigator considers that OEDC QA management 
should have identified the entire problem of EN DES failure 
to conduct supplier preavard activities for evaluation of 
supplier performance as a deficiency (I-80-14-NPS-O10). The 
OEDC QA staff recommendation of this paragraph, and the one 
detailed in paragraph IV.B.3.c are considered excellent 
examples of alternative approaches to initiating supplier 
preaward meetings.  

3.c OEDC QA Recoemendation 

A new or potential supplier should be required to identify 
prior to award of contract Uis reliance on outside sources 
for the performance of special fabricating, protective 
coating, inspection and testiug operations.
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Et DES Respoese(s) 

We agree that o major contract. for critical materiils or 
equipment, a bidder should tb -•-eired to furnish a list of 
his planned subcontractors. This is already being dome on 
most major cotracts.  

NSRS Evaluation 

The El DES response refers to the procuremest specificatioo 
provision of EX DES-EP 5.30, requiring the contractor to 
r.brit to the Technical Engineer a schedule rc its key 
interaal activites wuich will be required in o.-:r to meet 
the contract performace date. The schedule is to include 
drawing approval, procurements from subcontractors, etc., 
and other activities in the fibrication cycle. This schedule 
is prepared by the supplier, only rftut sward of contract 
and is enforced by EN DES-EP 5.12, "Manufecturers' Drawings 

and Data - Coatract Adainistrateon and Enforcement." Addition
ally, the Technical Enatieer may or may Pt be WA, e.g., 
for STRII equipment the Technical Engineer is GE, therefore 
TVA awareess of suppiier reliance on outside source# is 
left in doubt.  

The NSRS investigStor does not cousider post-notification of 
supplier intent to portion out all or part of its special 
fabrication process or tet tug operatikJs through subcon
trqctort to be within the preaward activity requirements of 
ANSI M45.2.13-1976, Section 1.2, previously discussed in 
evaluation ithe IV.m 3.b. Resolution therefore of IV.B.3.b.  
should provide resolution to this item.  

3.d. OEDC GA Recclmendasio6 

Expand QEL s charter t. i.nclude the estab'ishme~ of addi
tional wald and witness points where appropriate.  

EN D~S Reaponse(s) 

QEB s caart•r presently includes tte 4uthorijy to establish 
additional noLification aid witness points where approari
a-re. %EB recomeAds ceptract changes to establ sh addi
tional hol noints wher. oweded.  

NSJS Evaluation 

Thn1 NSRS in-vestisa or cors•dert tLis icen to be redu4dund 
vith the-OEDC QA reton-en-dtio idendtified in IV.B 3.a.  
'esolutton of IV.8.3.a should resolve this ites.




